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Inside this report we have profiled some of
our many customers and the staff members
who help make their lives healthier, more
meaningful and enjoyable. Each person
provided their consent prior to being
interviewed or photographed.
Production of the report was coordinated
by Executive Officer Paulina Guttormsen.
Pictures are by local photographer Luke
Marsden, design by 40-40 Creative
Agency, Gold Coast .
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A MESSAGE
FROM THE
3SA BOARD
CHAIRPERSON
It gives us great pleasure to report on another
successful year. In our 26th year of operation, On Track
Community Program (OTCP) continues to be a wellrespected pillar of the community we support. During
a period of tremendous change within the human
services sector, coupled with the rising demand in our
community for disability and mental health services,
crisis support for youth and women faced with domestic
and family violence and/or at risk of homelessness, we
remain resolute in putting the people we support before
everything else.

and communities we serve, to enrich people’s lives
through responsive, innovative support underpinned by
evidence based clinical practices. We strive to effectively
manage the funding entrusted to us by the NSW and
Commonwealth Governments, ensuring our customers
best interests and personal goals and needs are at the
centre of all of our decisions around funding allocation.
2016 was a milestone year in the history of our
organisation. Much behind the scenes work was
undertaken around governance and establishing an
innovative corporate infrastructure that will assure
financial and operational sustainability into the future.
Some of the key outcomes for the year include:
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REBRANDING AS THIRD SECTOR AUSTRALIA LTD

02

ON TRACK COMMUNITY PROGRAMS BECAME
THE FIRST OPERATING DIVISION TO MERGE
INTO 3SA, CLOSELY FOLLOWED BY THE CASINO
NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE IN JULY.
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Our strategic vision is firmly embedded in empowering
our customers and the communities we serve, and we
continue to strive to bring sustained positive outcomes
for the people and communities we support. This
report provides a snapshot of the positive impact that
Third Sector Australia Ltd (3SA) has had on the lives
of so many people in Northern NSW and Southeast
Queensland over the past 12 months. The living proof
is reflected on the faces of the many customers, carers
and staff members whose photos appear in these pages
and the positive comments and letters of thanks they
have shared.
Planning for a changing future has been at the top of
our priority list over the past 12 months. This requires
a high level of foresight, collaboration and openness
to change. 3SA’s Board of Directors and Executive
team have devoted significant time and resources into
preparing our organisation for the new world that the
human services sector is entering. Our focus is on
achieving sustained, positive outcomes for the people

A CONTEMPORARY CONSTITUTION WAS
IMPLEMENTED THAT ASSURES THE
ORGANISATION’S CAPACITY TO GROW AND
PROSPER IN THE HUMAN SERVICES
COMMERCIAL ENVIRONMENT

04

THE APPOINTMENT OF A WELL CREDENTIALED
BOARD WHO HAVE THE COMMERCIAL EXPERTISE
TO DRIVE THE ORGANISATION FORWARD

05

THE APPOINTMENT OF A DIVERSE EXECUTIVE
AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM WHO HAVE A
BREADTH AND DEPTH OF HUMAN SERVICE
INDUSTRY AND COMMERCIAL EXPERTISE.

Without a doubt the past year has presented its
challenges. At the top of the list is the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS), which will be rolled out in
mid/northern NSW in mid-2017, and Queensland the
following year. 3SA has been hard at work planning
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for the rollout of the NDIS, working closely with the
governing bodies and assisting our customers with their
pre-planning to ensure they are well prepared for their
meetings with the National Disability Authority (NDA)
Local Area Coordinators.

At the State level, we have continued our close
collaboration with the NSW Government. It gave us
great pleasure to host a visit by the NSW Minister for
Disability Services, Hon John Ajaka MLC, who attended
the launch of our community participation program.

There have been so many great highlights throughout
the year. Much of our efforts have been focused on
working with vulnerable children in the community.
We pioneered a program with the NSW Department
of Family and Community Services (FACS), supporting
12-15 year olds at risk of homelessness to rebuild
family, kin and cultural connections and achieve family
reconciliation, and where possible successfully transition
to independence and engage with education, training
and/or employment.

Looking forward to the year ahead, we are excited by
the opportunities the reforms in the sector are going to
open up and the continued endorsements of our work
in the community. As operating divisions of 3SA, OTCP
and CNC are well positioned to respond quickly to the
changing landscape of the Human services sector, and in
particular, support the sector and our customers, their
carers and family members as they transition to NDIS.

We expanded our supported employment program
through a partnership with Ballina Council to establish
a salvage shop primarily staffed by Australian Disability
Enterprise (ADE) workers. We launched Our Mob
Alliance, an extension of the Reconciliation Action
Plan (RAP) we rolled out in 2014, and work continued
on strengthening 3SA’s governance framework and
stage one rollout of our shared services division. In
April we registered the new entity name, Third Sector
Australia Limited (3SA) and OTCP became 3SA’s first
operational division.
There is no doubt that 3SA is standing on the threshold
of major developments in the disability sector. The
wrap around services such as housing, clinical support
and employment that we provide will be integral to
our ability to succeed in the new world. During the
year we continued to work effectively with Family and
Community Services and Housing NSW’s Homeless
Youth Assistance Program to achieve progressive
outcomes in our family and youth programs, and to
provide safe and secure housing for our customers
through our community housing service and the private
rental market. The amazing work that the Domestic and
Family Violence team have undertaken over the past
12 months has resulted in many customers now living
safely in the community, securing rewarding jobs and
growing in self-confidence daily.

We would like to sincerely thank all of our staff for
their extraordinary contribution over the past year.
We also acknowledge and extend our thanks to our
volunteers, including my fellow Board Members (past
and present), and all of our community supporters,
partner organisations and funding bodies, all of whom
play an integral role in our successes. Finally I would
like to say thank you to our customers and their families
for sharing their journeys with us and their unwavering
inspiration and enthusiasm that enriches each and every
one of our lives.
We hope you will be inspired by this report, which
shows how the human spirit, with appropriate practical
support, has limitless boundaries.

Terry Watson
BOARD CHAIRPERSON AT 3SA
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3SA AT A
GLANCE

Third Sector Australia Ltd (3SA)
is a not-for-profit community
conglomerate operating an
integrated network of divisions, each
with multiple business streams that
provide social support and residential
care across a diverse range of
services. We also operate a number
of successful social enterprises; a
large portfolio of properties providing
social and affordable housing; mental
health and disability support services;
crisis support to victims of family and
domestic violence; and community
drop-in centres
8

The Waratah
The Third Sector Australia Ltd’s
(3SA) logo reflects the organisations
vision of ensuring everyone within the
community has the opportunity to
contribute, be valued and belong. The
bright red dome is not a single flower,
rather a circular collection of many
small flowers sharing one stem. Older
flowers are positioned on the outside,
protecting younger flowers that grow
up from within their circle. They
protect the flowers by holding them
together, just as Third Sector Australia
aspires to enable and support the

development and inclusion of
individuals within the community.
The Waratah flower is also significant
to the Indigenous people of Australia,
with a number of Dreamtime Stories
existing surrounding the origin of the
flowers’ bright red colouring. The logo
depicts the top view of the Waratah,
featuring a collection of loose heartshaped ‘flowers’ converging towards a
central point. This is representative of
individual growth and development
within and among customers, the
community and the 3SA organisation,
forming a close-knit environment of
belonging and support.
9

3SA
BUSINESS
MODEL

The National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) transition
will require new behaviours and efficiencies for the provision of
disability services throughout New South Wales and Australia.
The 3SA operating model has been specifically constructed (in
conjunction with advice from Ernst & Young) to assist local NFPs
to manage the financial implications of the NDIS transition.
Premised on the merging of key community organisations under
one overarching entity, each organisation operates as a division
within 3SA, continuing to trade within their local community
under their known and trusted brand, whilst enjoying the key
benefits of an integrated shared services.
This model, in its first year of operation, is considered to be the
most efficient way of streamlining administrative functions and
enabling frontline service partners to focus on the work they do
best, supporting our customers. This new operating structure
will strengthen the financial position of both 3SA and divisions
and will assure sustainability into the future.
10

3SA Board

PHASE 2 : At the AGM nominations will be
reviewed and Board members recruited
against professional criteria

PHASE 1 : Up to 2 existing board
members from merging Division will take
a seat on the 3SA Board until the next
AGM, when nominations will be called for.

3SA Executives

Shared Services
Shared services operates across all divisions. This creates cost savings, consistency and
systems that are fit for purpose.

Finance

HR

WHS

Risk Compliance,
Quality Assurance

Marketing
Communications

Administration

IT

Divisionary Advisory Council (DAC)
The DAC will comprise of the Division General Manager and former board
members. Their role is to ensure the integrity of each community organisation
in terms of community inclusion and participation.

General Manager & Staff
The General Manager in each organisation is resposible for the day to day
running of the business.

CNC
GENERAL MANAGER AND STAFF
Service Delivery

GENERAL MANAGER AND STAFF
Service Delivery

DIVISION 3
GENERAL MANAGER AND STAFF
Service Delivery
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Harvey Bay
(QLD)

Palm Beach
(QLD)

Coolangatta
(QLD)

Kingaroy
(QLD)

Twead Heads
(NSW)

Banora Point
(NSW)

Murwillumbah
(NSW)

Lismore
(NSW)
Ballina
(NSW)

Casino
(NSW)

Grafton
(NSW)

OUR
GEOGRAPHICAL
REACH

Coffs Harbour
(NSW)
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CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
AND SHARED
SERVICES

3SA’s goal is to raise service standards
whilst reducing operating costs. We
achieve this by the insightful design
of best practice processes for more
effective, efficient and safe delivery
of services. The business model is
built on local delivery of services,
underpinned by a centralised support
team and cutting edge technology,
resulting in the efficient and effective
use of resources and maximisation of
customer focus. Our strength lies in:
13

01 Governance framework that supports
flexibility to grow and respond to the
changing human services sector

01 Professional and experienced
Board Members, Executives and Senior
Management

02 Focussed on meeting best practice
and balancing the needs of our
customers, funding bodies, regulators
and the organisation

02 Depth and breadth of front-line
experience and expertise within and
across our divisions

03 Well embedded Risk Management
Framework

03 Perpetually refreshed service stream
specific professional development
programs

ROBUST
CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

EXPERIENCED
TEAM

EFFECTIVE CLINICAL

CUSTOMER
CENTRED
CARE

GOVERNANCE AND
PRACTICE FRAMEWORKS

01 Quality and performance indicators
monited by the Board through Board
Sub-Committees
02 Rigorous management of clinical risk,
quality and customer safety
03 Third party accreditation across all
service streams
04 Extensive multidisciplinary clinical and
support services network at the national,
state and local level

01 Provision of high quality, safe customer
centric care
02 Balancing customer values, preferences
and experience with clinical evidence
and best practice to achieve positive
individualised outcomes for our
customers
03 Services localised to meet community
and individual customer needs
14

19

TRVF conceived their first
commercial venture providing
supported work programs to
individuals with enduring disabilities

99

02

19

Expanded into Hospice and Crisis
Accommodation Service

Expanded services to include
Disability Accommodation Services.
One Door policy conceived

04

97

19

Opening of Connections Centre, a
peer and professional mental health
support centre

20

96

19

Tweed River Valley Fellowship (TRVF)
established. Provided housing,
outreach and rehabilitation services
for mental health customers

Name change to On Track Community
Programs

20

86

THE
HISTORY
OF 3SA

15

12
13

20

Expanded Geographical reach to include
Fraser Coast to Kirra in Queensland

14

Mental Health Respite Carers Support
Project introduced

Expansion of Disability/ Housing and
Support Initiative HASI/ DHASI,
Day to Day Living (D2D) and ADE
programs.

Elaine De Vos joined OTCP as CEO.
OTCP introduced the new Specialist
Homelessness Services in 2014 as part
of the Going Home Staying Home
Reform.

20

20

The Tenancy Support Program (TSP)
& North Coast Accommodation Project
(NCAP) established.

On Track Community Programs
rebranded to OTCP. Received
Australian Disability Enterprise (ADE)
Excellence Award. Registered as Tier 2
Housing Provider.

16

Incorporated as a Company Limited
by Guarantee

11

20

10

20

15

20

09

20

20

Amalgamation with the
Mental Health Rehabilitation
Accommodation Service (MHARS)
in Lismore and Moomba
Accommodation Services in Coffs
Harbour.

20

05
07

20

Established Transition to Work and
Assisted Disability Employment
(ADE) programs

On Track Community Programs and
Casino Neighbourhood Centre merged
into Third Sector Australia Ltd (3SA)
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OUR
SERVICES
LISMORE

TWEED HEADS

BALLINA

COFFS HARBOUR

17

CASINO

GRAFTON

Group Home
Drop In Support

DISABILITY
ACCOMMODATION
3SA provides flexible, quality care and
support, giving individuals choice and
control. With the merging of Casino
Neighbourhood Centre Inc and On Track
Community Programs into 3SA in 2016,
the geographical reach and breadth
of services and activities we offer our
customers and community is more diverse
than ever.

3SA’s person-centred approach,
coupled with our multi-disciplinary
wrap-around support services,
assures we meet the constantly
changing needs of our customers.
We have developed robust clinical
governance and practice frameworks,
underpinned by experienced support
teams, assuring our customers are in
a safe and stable environment and,
when required, we have the capacity
to respond rapidly to crisis situations.
18

Community Focused Support
Employment Services
Family Focused Services
Children’s Services

OTHER
DISABILITY
SERVICES

We support individuals with a
disability to design their own
programs and we offer the flexibility
to choose group or individual
activities as well as community and
club-based activities. For customers
with individual packages we provide
specialist support to assist them to
plan and keep track of their funding
expenditure.
19

24/7 Support
Drop In Support
Carer Support
Community Focused Support

MENTAL
HEALTH

3SA offers a range of programs to
support individuals with a mental
health diagnosis to develop their life
skills, strengthen their connections
with their peers and the community,
and to reduce the misconceptions
around mental illness. The service
extends to respite and communitybased support groups for carers and
support to children of parents living
with a mental illness.
20

Women experiencing domestic violence
Aboriginal Homelessness
Aboriginal women experiencing
domestic violence

HOMELESSNESS

Our Community Housing Program
takes a ’person centred’ approach,
placing strong emphasis on involving
and supporting tenants in decisions
about their housing.
21

Permanent
Transitional
Crisis

TENANCY
TYPE

3SA provides three Specialist
Homelessness Services (SHS) as the
lead agent with six other partners.
These services support Aboriginal
people at risk of, or experiencing
homelessness, also Women’s and
Aboriginal Women’s Domestic &
Family Violence (DFV) services,
including supported crisis and
transitional housing throughout
Northern NSW. In 2016, 3SA
introduced Domestic Violence
Response Enhancement which
provides 24/7 support for women
and families experiencing DFV.
22

Family Health Services
Brighter Futures
Community Capacity Building
Early Intervention

YOUTH &
FAMILY
SERVICES

Youth and Family Services is an early
intervention and preventative support
program for under 18 year olds who
have a parent with a disability or
mental health illness.
23

Recycling Shop
Salvage Shop
Property Maintenance

SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE

Our Social Enterprise operation
includes an Opportunity Shop,
Salvage Station and property
maintenance team. 3SA currently
employs 50 supported workers,
generating just short of $1M revenue
annually, most of which is reinvested
into the business to undertake
research and implement quality
improvements.
24

NATIONAL
DISABILITY
INSURANCE
SCHEME
(NDIS)

AS AN INSURANCE SCHEME,
THE NDIS TAKES A LIFETIME
APPROACH, INVESTING IN
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITY
EARLY TO IMPROVE THEIR
OUTCOMES LATER IN LIFE.

A game-changer for
disability support:

Setting the Scene for 3SA:

NDIS reform is the most significant
structural reform in Australia since
the introduction of Medicare some
40 years ago and is a great step
forward for the rights and dignity of
individuals with a disability.

NDIS aspirations of user choice and
control have created unprecedented
demands for providers in Australia.
Individualised funding and personcentred care is administratively more
expensive and requires significant
capital investment that goes beyond the
functional capacity of most communitybased providers. Organisations are
aware of the need to redefine their
business models, to rebuild and reorient
to a new market-style disability service
system. The NDIS is transforming the
disability industry in Australia in five
major ways.

A positive development for the
human services sector as a whole,
the NDIS landscape requires
careful planning and analysis of
both the support services provided
and all back office administration.
Experiences from the trial sites
show us that this reform challenges
the traditional operating principles
of most community support
organisations and successful
transition to NDIS for both the
participant and the providers
requires a major mindset shift.

An industry in transition

25

01

Individualised funding and self-

direction of supports: With disability
support funding going directly to the
participant, the disability market is
changing from a welfare model to being
consumer/market driven.

05

02

Doubling the funding: the value

of funding for disability supports preNDIS was $11 billion p.a. NDIS funding
will double that value to $22 billion
p.a., meaning 1 per cent of all goods
and services sold in Australia will be a
disability support.

FIVE
MARKET
CHANGES

Increased competition in the

market: Every NDIS trial site (commencing
July 2013) has experienced an increase
in competition of at least 100 per cent.
Competition from a diverse mix of forprofit, not-for-profit and sole trader
organisations.

04 Emphasis on ‘capacity building’: A
change in emphasis from output focus to

03

outcomes focus has implications in the

providers have been, and will increasingly

way that we communicate with our clients

be, challenged by the need to increase

and requires a focus on evidence-based

efficiency to operate within NDIS pricing.

programs and support.

Meanwhile, new providers with innovative

Fixed pricing: Many existing

business models and enhanced use of
technology are thriving.

Based on the UK experience of
disability service reform, an estimated
30 per cent of current providers in
Australia will not survive the rigour
of NDIS. When smaller, communitybased organisations close, there is a loss
of assets, experienced staff, specialist
knowledge and choice for users. But
most significantly there is a loss of the
long-term community connections that
offer the greatest opportunity for people
with disability to live a life as a valued
member of their local community.

The Third Sector Australia (3SA)
business model assures strength and
resilience for community providers,
through smart commercial innovation,
enabling them to meet the expectations
of customers whilst achieving the back
end efficiencies required of the new
NDIA pricing structure.

26

Empowered Customers Demand More
During discussion forums our customers, their families and carers have indicated that
the key qualities they are looking for in a provider include the following:

01
Provider track record
and experience

02

05

Staff capability and
satisfaction

Financial stability

CUSTOMER
EXPECTATIONS

04
Service improvement and
person-centered supports

03
Local presence and
knowledge

3SA’s is well positioned to meet these
customer expectation and to provide a
superior service to all of our existing and
future customers
27

3SA: Smart Commercial Innovation
The 3SA business model was developed to offer a well-balanced combination of
excellent community-based supports and smart commercial innovation. Our three
strategic objectives are:

01

BEST IN CLASS

Doubling the funding
3SA’s well established person-centred support services and research informed Clinical practices, along with our
innovative governance framework, give us the agility to adapt quickly to meet the changing requirements of NDIS.
A well-informed Board, hands-on Executive Team and a Human Resources Department that operates as a business
partner across the organisation, empowering 3SA’s staff to effectively support our customers, their family and
carers throughout their NDIS journey.
Corporate efficiencies
Providers exist to enable the effective local delivery of front-line supports that help build capacity in people with
a disability. The 3SA shared services model adds significant value to the community by freeing up the division’s
frontline staff to focus on what they do best – support our customers. 3SA’s investment in process innovations
means that best practice can be shared to achieve efficiencies on a large scale by spending less NDIS funding on
corporate overhead and more on frontline support where it matters most. These efficiencies translate into best
value for money supports for people with a disability.
Corporate efficiencies
With the rollout of the NDIS the number of small providers and sole traders with low overheads is growing
exponentially. Customer choice is the market driver. The capacity to respond to individual needs is the
differentiator. Over the last 18 months 3SA has positioned itself to harness this change, developing the inbuilt
capacity to respond quickly and effectively to this quickly evolving environment. The foundations for 3SA’s success
is embedded in the skills and capabilities of our staff to inspire our customers to grow and to achieve their goals
and to take advantage of the diverse range of wrap around services on offer by 3SA and its partner organisations.

02

INDUSTRY LEADER

3SA has invested substantial time and effort over the last 18 months into reviewing whole-of-business technology
solutions, process innovations and to create an environment where our staff can thrive. The 3SA conglomerate
model is pivotal to ensuring smaller community services providers, that in the new market environment would be
forced to close down due to limited cash reserves and back of house capability, can continue to provide grass root
services to the vulnerable communities they support.

03

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS

3SA’s objective is to achieve systemic and sustainable social change through practical and innovative business
decisions that allow us to invest back into the communities we serve and create opportunities for meaningful
employment within the sector, in particular for people with a disability and those affected by socio-economic
disadvantage. To succeed in this new environment we are acutely aware that we have to commercialise our
business and diversify our revenue streams so we can achieve financial sustainability and independence. Whilst
profit is not the driving force behind business decisions, positive revenue generation from our social enterprises
allows us to invest back into the business to implement quality improvements and undertake research. This
not only strengthens the financial position of the organisation but also increases the overall impact we make in our
customers’ lives and the sector as a whole.

28

CORPORATE
SERVICES

35%
MALE
STAFF
COMPOSITIONS

65%
FEMALE

Human Resources

Human Resources Team

We view our staff as our main asset.
We promote a fair and equitable work
environment and recognise the rights
of our staff to work in an environment
free from inappropriate, unreasonable
or unlawful workplace behaviours.
We have a zero tolerance policy
against bullying, sexual harassment,
discrimination and victimisation.
Our recruitment strategy focusses on:

During 2016 a new Human Resources
(HR) Team was formed incorporating
the Work Health Safety and Payroll
teams. Our comprehensive HR services
now include talent acquisition and onboarding, learning and organisational
development, payroll and all of the
traditional HR services. To facilitate
the integration of OTCP with the
Casino Neighbourhood Centre (CNC)
all HR related policies and procedures
were revised to bring together the best
in contemporary HR practice from
both divisions under one umbrella.

›

GENDER BALANCE

›

OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDIVIDUALS
WITH DISABILITIES

›

REPRESENTATION FROM DIFFERENT
AGE GROUPS, ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS
AND CULTURES

›

RESPECT FOR SEXUAL ORIENTATION
AND GENDER IDENTITY
29

Recruitment
6.86%
UNIDENTIFIED

2016 was a year of growth, with our
total staff number increasing by 10%,
with particular focus being placed on
developing our volunteer workforce. A
total of 95 recruitment activities were
undertaken during the year.

JUNE 2016 ATSI
REPRESENTATION

Our planned professional development
strategies enabled 12 staff members to
receive a promotion for an internally
advertised vacancy, demonstrating that
our career growth and progression
strategies are achieving successful
outcomes.

Professional Development
We recognise that well trained staff are
at the core of good customer service,
so this year we proactively invested
in professional development and
education opportunities for our staff and
volunteers. Professional development
and education opportunities in 2016
included: Occupational Health and
Safety; Bullying and Harassment; Cross
Cultural Awareness; Fire Safety; and
Aggression Prevention, to name but a
few. Opportunities to attend external
industry conferences and symposiums
were also well recieved. An innovative
Therapeutic Crisis Intervention Training
program was launched to enhance
frontline capacity to provide the best
level of support to people in crisis.

93.14%
ATSI

An Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander (ATSI) Forum was held in
October 2016. The focus of the forum
was to gather ideas and input into the
future development of strategies to
support the recruitment, orientation,
development and retention of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders.
The forum was well attended and the
group were treated to Brent Simpson
sharing his incredible and brave
experiences during his epic journey
across Australia to raise awareness and
money for mental health.
3SA has integrated the feedback from
the forum attendees into our 2017/18
workforce development plan.
An Aboriginal Mentorship program and
refreshment of our Aboriginal cultural
awareness training program will be the
first two projects underway.
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OUR
PEOPLE
PROFILED

3SA is immensely proud of our team,
of their dedication and support of the
organisation, each other and most
of all our customers. Stuart, Trevor,
Laura and Donna each work in
completely different roles within the
organisation, but all have one primary
focus - the care and wellbeing of our
customers and to ensure that each
and every customer is given every
possible opportunity to achieve their
goals and become an integral part of
their community.
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“I was based in Cooktown, travelling to remote
indigenous communities to assist with employment,
education and training. Working remotely is always
challenging, but the community members were
always welcoming and full of enthusiasm and they
were very proud to invite me into their community.”

STUART NUNAN
Stuart, Regional Manager for Coffs
Harbour (including the Clarence Valley),
moved to Coffs Harbour in 2013, to be
closer to family members. Prior to the
relocation, Stuart worked for 10 years
with Westpac, and then he and his family
decided it was time for a “sea change” and
relocated to Far North Qld.

Stuart joined OTCP in Oct 2013 as a Services
Manager and was promoted to his current role,
Regional Manager (Coffs Harbour) in July 2015, a
role he finds professionally and personally rewarding.
“The Team and I work closely with our customers,
their families and support members and the wider
Coffs Harbour community, striving collectively to
achieve greater inclusion and personal goals for all.
We look forward to continuing to build strong
relationships with the Coffs Harbour community as
OTCP and our customers transition into the NDIS
environment.

A sea-change to the Byron Bay area resulted in a career
change when Trevor began helping a young man with
a disability. Taking up employment in a disability group
home, Trevor then decided to undertake an associate
diploma in developmental disability.
Now Regional Manager of Mental Health Tweed,
Trevor has been employed by OTCP for the past eight
years, following a previous six-year term as a Board
member. His involvement with the organisation so
impressed him that when the opportunity arose for
a full-time role he embraced it and has never
looked back.

TREVOR SHEARN
Trevor had what most people would
consider a dream job as a cartographer.
Based in Townsville, he was a member of
the team involved with mapping the Great
Barrier Reef. As much as he enjoyed the
work, he felt there should be more to
life, and importantly, he wanted to give
something back to the community.

“I am supported by a great team of more than 20
staff, and we support up to 150 customers at any one
time. It’s immensely satisfying to see people making
positive changes in their lives… By creating the right
opportunities we can help our customers break
down barriers and manage their recovery journey
better.”
Trevor remembers fondly his work on the Reef but at
the end of each day regards his present role as more
important on the human level, and more personally
satisfying.
“I feel so fortunate having a wonderful team, a great
bunch of customers and a fantastic area to live in…
what more could one want?”
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After 10 years in the travel industry Laura decided it was time
for a change. With a passion for working with people, and
specifically assisting people to achieve their goals and dreams,
Laura retrained in the disability sector and has never looked
back.

LAURA KENNEDY
Laura moved to Australia from
New Zealand 14 years ago
with her family lured by the
“Australian lifestyle”.

Over the past 12 years Laura has worked in various roles in the
industry, from service co-ordination to management. Over this
time Laura has seen many positive changes in the Disability
Sector and looks forward to being part of the new opportunities
that will open up for both customers and providers with the
rollout of NDIS.
Laura is currently the Regional Manager for OTCP’s Tweed
Disability services. She views the choices and flexibility that
the NDIS is affording individuals with a disability as simply an
extension of OTCP’s existing person-centred approach, and is
confident that the Tweed team have the skills and expertise to
support our customers as they transition into NDIS.

Donna Carta and her core group handle the complex challenges
superbly, ensuring field staff vehicles are maintained to the
highest standards, and computer connections, laptops and
desktops, and mobile devices operate reliably.
“I’ve seen great organisational growth since I took up this role,”
Donna says, “and the broader team culture is really blossoming.
We have really good staff in head office and in our service
divisions, and they’re working together effectively for the benefit
of our customers.
“The 3SA service team has a wealth of experience and
considerable expertise, and it’s vital that my team provides the
technical support they all require to support our customers.
“There are always challenges but I have confidence in the
resilience of our systems, helped by the strong links with key
service providers.”

DONNA CARTA
Keeping the cars and computers
running” - Whether working from
the head or regional offices, or
visiting services and customers, the
staff of 3SA depend on the Fleet
and Procurement team to ensure
top quality IT and motor vehicle
performance.

To ensure the best return for monies invested, all purchasing and
performance is continually monitored in accordance with national
best-practice standards. Donna makes certain the bulk of the
procurement ‘spend’ is with local firms.
“This local investment is in keeping with our commitment to
working with home-grown businesses to benefit our local
customers and their families. The customers sit front and centre
of everything we do, and all staff are aware of this philosophy.
“Our roots are in the north coast of NSW, and working inclusively
with local businesses helps ensure the community knows who
we are and they continue to support and have confidence in our
diverse activities.”
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RISK AND
COMPLIANCE

Operating in the Human Services
Sector, 3SA is exposed to a variety
of risks that can have financial,
operational and compliance impacts
on our business performance,
reputation and accreditations. 3SA
manages risk as a part of its long
term strategy of resilience. Our
approach, underpinned by the Risk
and Compliance policy, is aimed at
embedding a risk-aware culture in all
decision-making and a commitment
to managing risk in a proactive and
effective manner.
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With such a diverse portfolio of services, 3SA follows a
stringent accreditations and self-assessment cycle.
3SA’s external accreditations and compliance reviews include:

›

DISABILITY SERVICES

›

NSW National Disability Standards
accredited through BSI Australia

›

National Mental Health Standards
accredited through Quality Innovation
Performance (QIP)

COMMUNITY HOUSING
National Community Housing Standards
accredited through National Regulatory
System for Community Housing

›

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE (ADE PROGRAM)

›

COMMUNITY HOUSING
Centrelink – eServices

ATTENDANT CARE
Attendant Care Industry Standards
accredited through Global-mark

›

National Disability Employment Standards
accredited through BSI Australia

›

MENTAL HEALTH (NGO GRANT, HASI)

COMMUNITY MANAGED MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICE (CMMHS)
Mental Illness Fellowship of Qld (MIFQ)

›

GOING HOME STAYING HOME (GHSH)
Alliance partners annual review
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FINANCE

The 2015/2016 financial year was another exciting year for 3SA. The
Operating Surplus for the financial year ending 30 June 2016 was
$1.129 million (2015: $0.9 million).
The comprehensive net surplus for the year of $13.1 million includes
the change in fair value of investment properties of $12 million, as a
result of valuation of these properties.
The company revenue increased by 12% to $22.8 million. This is
attributed to additional income from the Department of Family and
Community Services (FACS), to provide support services to people
with a disability and provide Specialist Housing and Homelessness
services to people in the community.
3SA has invested in a restructure and has undergone an internal reorganisation to prepare for the NDIS transition and to enable future
growth.
During this financial year, the company completed a property
development project of eight National Rental Affordability Scheme
(NRAS) units, as well as two purpose build accommodation units for
people with disability. This development project was supported by a
capital grant from FACS.
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ON TRACK COMMUNITY
PROGRAMS (OTCP)
OTCP provides responsive and
flexible support services to people
experiencing mental illness, disability
or accommodation difficulties. Our
aim is to improve each customers
quality of life by encouraging active
participation, social inclusion and
promoting independence.
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OTCP has been supporting the mid and northern NSW coast for more
than 26 years, each year growing the range of services we offer and our
geographical reach in the community.
Every day our committed and talented team of frontline and administration
staff, volunteers, internship students, executives and the board of directors
work together across our regions to support vulnerable people and build
stronger communities. More than 90% percent of all OTCP employees work
in direct service delivery.
Our six support service streams provide responsive and flexible assistance
to more than 700 people each week who are experiencing mental
illness, disability, employment or accommodation difficulties. We work in
collaboration with other service providers, peak bodies, health professionals,
local and state government agencies, businesses and the general community
to provide this assistance.

OUR SIX SERVICE STREAMS ARE:

›

DISABILITY

›

YOUTH AND FAMILY
We lead the delivery of Specialist

Our Disability Services are responsive and
person centred, with a focus on
developing programs which encourage
customer involvement and promote an

Homelessness Services (SHS) for women
who are experiencing domestic and
family violence and for Aboriginal people
who are at risk of, or are experiencing,

individual’s abilities and strengths.

homelessness across northern NSW,

›

covering 7 Local Government Areas.

MENTAL HEALTH
We operate a number of Mental Health
programs assisting our customers with
their recovery and to be recognised as
valued members of their community.

›

EMPLOYMENT
We empower people with a disability by
providing and connecting them to real
and meaningful employment

›

opportunities.

COMMUNITY HOUSING
OTCP is a National Community Housing
provider. Our service delivery is customer
centered, with a strong emphasis on
involving and supporting tenants in
decisions about their housing needs.
We manage over 260 properties and
assist people to apply for social housing
through Housing Pathways.

›

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
Our sustainable Assisted Disability
Enterprises provide positive social
impacts and generate revenue that is
allocated back into the business to
innovate and improve service delivery.
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Our aim is to improve an individual’s quality of life by encouraging active
community participation, increased social inclusion and promoting
independence. We provide access to the opportunities and benefits which
many of us take for granted – stable accommodation, medical and health
care, education and employment, social and recreational activities and, most
importantly, a sense of hope and belonging.
OTCP works in collaboration with many other service providers, peak bodies,
health professionals, local and state government agencies, businesses and
the general community. These partnerships enable us to maximise the
benefits for our customers and their families. In some instances we take on
a leadership role, assisting other organisations to develop their knowledge
and competencies. In other instances, we benefit from the resources and
expertise of our project partners.
We are constantly inspired by stories from our customers and their support
networks about their personal growth, how their life has been enhanced
since joining the OTCP family and how our innovative housing models,
community participation and employment programs give them an
opportunity to be part of, and contribute to, their local community. Letters of
thanks from our customers who have received support from our Youth and
Family Services team warms our heart and is a reminder of how important
the work is that we do in the community.
The principles of personal choice and social inclusion lie at the heart of
everything we say and do. Our customers are encouraged to take life at their
own pace, with our experienced staff assisting them develop both practical
and social skills that will enable them to lead a personally fulfilling life.
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01

ABILITY AND
WELLBEING
SERVICES

OTCP

MESSAGE FROM THE
ABILITY AND WELLBEING
MANAGEMENT TEAM

As the NDIS is progressively implemented across Australia, OTCP has been
busy preparing for the introduction of major system changes to ensure we
meet the expectations of our customers to both navigate and thrive through
the opportunities the NDIS offers. OTCP is very proud of its ability to continue
to be recognised by an independently assessed accreditation process as an
organisation that demonstrates ongoing improvement of quality services
to customers.
Our Disability Support Workers are partnered with a team of highly
experienced Behavioural Specialists and trained in Therapeutic Crisis
Intervention and individualised person centred planning, ensuring a voice
for our customers, supported by staff who are leaders in best practice
interventions and positive behaviour strategies, resulting in better whole of life
outcomes for our customers.
Our disability services are based on a person centred, strength based
model, providing a flexible range of specialist supported accommodation
arrangements, including full 24/7 support, shared care and community
outreach. Our accommodation ranges from shared group homes to semi or
fully independent units. As part of our continuous improvement plan, OTCP
implemented a new management structure in each of the group homes
to ensure that staff and customers have better access to managers who
are rostered to the home. The new Team Manager roles all have dedicated
management time, as well as direct customer support hours, to ensure they can
better support customers and staff.
OTCP provides a range of specialist disability services from Coffs Harbour on
the mid north coast, inland to Lismore and north to Tweed Heads in NSW. Our
Disability Services have continued to grow throughout the year with OTCP
being able to offer long term accommodation and support to customers who
have previously been moved from location to location in NSW.
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OTCP’s outreach services continue to support customers living in the
community to increase their independence and participate in day to day
community activities. Our experienced staff, including Specialist Behaviour
and Quality Support teams, ensure that each and every customer enjoys a safe
and rewarding lifestyle with their wellbeing and individual needs being at the
centre of all decisions.
OTCP delivers a number of Mental Health (MH) Services, each based on
a recovery approach that support customers with daily living skills and
engaging with their families and communities. Our MH programs stretch
from Hervey Bay to Coffs Harbour and assist hundreds of people in a range of
accommodation and outreach services. Our MH teams are well recognised
for their ability to make a meaningful difference in the lives of people with a
mental health diagnosis.
Club Latitude has continued to remain a boutique program catering to highly
personalised community engagement activities for people with complex
needs. The Club has been a source of fun and frivolitiy, music, dance, art
and socialising opportunities. Community outings connect customers with
their local community, as well as support in developing and practicing greater
independence and engagement with others in a broader range of
life situations.
Our Transition to Work program provides disability customers with an
opportunity to develop skills to assist them in gaining employment. Programs
are tailored to individual needs and can range between social and practical
work skills to work experience placements. Assisting someone to enter into
the workforce, be part of a team and realise greater financial independence is
equally as rewarding to us as it is to our customers.
Our Social Enterprises have had a busy year with some contracts coming
to an end and new contracts providing some great opportunities. The
Australian Disability Enterprises [ADE] funding offers people with disabilities
and/or experiencing mental health the chance to work in a job with support
staff to help them. Staff work alongside and support ADE employees in a
number of roles important to the day to day operations and management of
the businesses. The Beryl Street Repsychlers is a treasure trove of furniture,
electrical, clothing and bric-a-brac. The Ballina Salvage Yard is attached to
the Council Tip and staff salvage a diverse range of bargains for re-use and
recycling. The Salvage Yard also helps to protect our environment by saving
and recycling those items that would normally become landfill. OTCP’s
Garden Maintenance crews are always hard at work, trimming, snipping,
mowing, tipping … so if you have a garden - whether it be small or commercial
- and you are located in the Tweed area our crews can make it beautiful.
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CLINICAL SUPPORT
SERVICES
At 3SA we believe in a holistic approach to supporting our customers.
The Clinical Support team work very closely with the disability and mental
health support teams, our customers and their support network to bring
about positive change and assist each and every customer to improve their
quality of life and achieve their goals.

We have developed robust clinical governance
and practice frameworks alongside targeted
recruitment and well trained disability support
teams to ensure customers transition and remain
in our services in a safe and sustainable manner.
3SA’s practice framework supports a highly flexible
and pro-active response to changing needs
and acts as a safeguard for better outcomes for
participants. Delivering a stable environment
and structure enables our customers to focus
on a valued and balanced lifestyle through their
person centred plans. The clinical team facilitate
a bi-monthly Restricted Practices in collaboration
with ADHC. Where restrictive interventions are
required to support customers with behaviours
that could result in harm to themselves or others, a
clearly defined process is undertaken that includes
assessing each proposed intervention to determine
if it is reasonable and necessary and ensuring
regular monitoring.
In the past year the clinical team successfully
transitioned a young woman, with complex support
needs. With careful planning and substantial
coordination between FACS and a range of
external bodies, the Clinical Support team were
integral in relocating our customer and creating a
stable home environment where she is supported
by a committed team of support workers and
community services.

Clinical Support Specialists worked closely with
3SA’s Learning & Development team to implement
two great initiatives.
Rollout of Therapeutic Crisis Intervention (TCI)
training across the organisation. TCI is a crisis
prevention and intervention program predicated
on early intervention to prevent, or at the very least
de-escalate a potential crisis. The program has
successfully instilled awareness in our workforce
of the effectiveness of early interventions across
all domains of life and practice. Staff are focused
on assisting each customer to stabilise through
increasing their capacity for self-management,
rather than the tradition practice of “treating” the
“problems”.
Supporting the frontline team to adopt evidence
based Positive Behaviour support practices with the
goal of improving quality of life for the individuals
we support. Knowing our customers is key to the
success of our approach - their likes and dislikes;
engaging in positive strategies and developing selfhelp strategies to assist them in taking control and
improving their own lives.

3SA recognises that providing ongoing training and
tools to our frontline staff is integral to maintaining
their capacity to provide the best possible support
to all of our customers. In the last 12 months 3SA’s
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TWEED HEADS
DISABILITY SERVICES

Disability Housing and Support
Initiative (DHASI)

Specialist Disability
Accommodation (SDA)

The Disability Housing and Support Initiative
(DHASI) provides affordable accommodation with
drop-in support to people living with a disability.
The program assists people with complex needs
to access social housing and enable them to live
as independently as possible with limited support
to maintain their tenancy, quality of life and wellbeing. Support for individuals may include: personal
care; meal planning and preparation; home care
skills; shopping; accessing activities, services
and transport in the community; and financial
budgeting.

The group home service model is flexible and
responsive to each person’s changing needs. As
residents of our group homes, customers have
access to medical care commensurate with their
needs and are encouraged to live life to the fullest.
Each customer is supported to participate in their
local community, access day programs, undertake
educational, training and pre-vocational activities;
and enjoy their chosen lifestyle.

Flexible Respite
Families receive flexible respite packages that
are intended to support and strengthen family
relationships, keep families together and provide
positive experiences for both the carer and person
with the disability. OTCP work with the person
with the disability, their carers and families to plan
and purchase services and goods to ensure an
outcome that results in an enjoyable experience
for all individuals affected.

Outreach
Outreach Services provide assistance to people
receiving Individualised Accommodation Support
Packages (IASP) to be the primary decision
makers in planning for stable and sustainable
support arrangements. Adopting a person-centred
approach, each customer is supported to live
independently in the community : assistance with
finding the right accommodation, community
participation, facilitation and support coordination.
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AT HOME WITH
GOOD MATES

“They’re just three
guys sharing a house,
living independently but
with people around 24/7
to make sure their needs
are met.”

Like other young men, Joshua,
Jai and Lee say they enjoy
friendships, listening to music
(Jai is a talented bass player) and
eating hearty, wholesome food
like home-cooked pizza, ravioli
and spaghetti bolognese.

“They like helping with the cooking,” says Georgie
Belz, Senior Disability Support Worker, and in turn
she likes helping the youthful trio make life more
enjoyable. She even brings her dog Sugar to the
house so the guys can engage in some pet love.
The disability services house in Banora Point, where
they have lived for nearly a year, is a welcoming
household for these good mates who joke around
and don’t hold back when it comes to discussing the
highlights of their week.
Music rates near the top of the list and they’re always
on the lookout for a local gig, especially when Jai is
playing in the band. He really lets rip when he plays
one of his favourite songs, Black Magic Woman.

the best mix I’ve ever seen. Their common interest
in music is one aspect, but they have their individual
interests as well, which helps them maintain their
own identity.

A popular Sunday morning excursion is to the local
Iron and Resin café where the area’s musicians ‘strut
their stuff’ to a backdrop of breakfasting patrons.

“They have their own rooms, with the staff room at
the front. Most weekdays they go out to programs
from 9.00 to 3.00, and then there are outings on
weekends, or they might go independently for walks.

Other trips take in local busking spots like the creek
front at Currumbin, often with a picnic to share,
while all-important exercise activities include dance,
walking and Zumba.

“Being part of the community is the core of their
living plans”

Laura Kennedy, Regional Manager, says the guys
have different personalities and skillsets that
complement each other well.
“I watch them and see how they lift each other up.
In all my years working with disability customers it’s
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HILL-TOP
HOME
A perfect match for
customers with disability.
Perched high up in Terranora,
this group home is an ideal many would say idyllic - location
for customers with a disability.
This Terranora home is a 24/7 supported group
residence in the Tweed, and there is no doubt it is a
showpiece of what can be achieved with the right
planning and the best functional arrangements.
Featuring five independent living units, three
doubles and two singles, an easily accessible central
living area, and a well-appointed kitchen, this
spacious group home has been fully renovated to
accommodate complex needs customers and ensure
best-practice standards of safety.

Person-centred care plans are developed in
consultation with residents, families, carers or
guardians, and depending on their capabilities,
customers may undertake home visits. Residents
discuss on a weekly basis their cooking and
shopping preferences, are assisted to do their
shopping and setting up of the Sunday barbecue on
the deck looking out to Mt Warning. Pizza and movie
nights are also regular favourites.
“Most customers will require life-long care, and
once settled few will choose to move from the
home, unless it is seen as important for them to be
closer to families,” Team Manager Bridget Smallmon
explains. “Customers are able to bring in their
own items to furnish their unit in a familiar way,
otherwise furnishing assistance is provided”.
“We’re so lucky to have such a wonderful location
and such a well-designed home to share with our
customers. I can’t think of any other residential
facility that offers such a fantastic environment on
every level. That’s why our customers are so happy
here, as well as our staff.”
Garry Carey, a resident at Carrington Court, recently
achieved his goal of making a vegetable garden.
With the assistance of staff Garry took a trip to
Bunnings to purchase soil and plants. Garry then
planted his garden and nurtured it daily, and took
great pride in picking his first ripe tomato.
Part of Garry’s morning routine continues to be
watering and weeding his garden and he is now
planning to expand his garden to include some
strawberries.

We’re so lucky to have such a
wonderful location and such a
well-designed home to share
with our customers
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AMY’S
JOURNEY

“Amy eats well,
works, works out,
and meditates ”

Amy, who has complex-needs,
lives in a purpose-built unit in
Lismore. In her 20s, Amy has
faced a range of challenges over
the years.
Since relocating back to Lismore, where she has
family members, Amy has benefited immensely
from the opportunity of living in this purpose
built unit that has an outdoor relaxation space,
and a veggie garden. Amy receives support from
an experiences team of Behaviour Specialists and
Support workers.
“The stability of the support team has been a major
factor in helping Amy feel settled here,” says Desley
Freys, a registered nurse closely involved with Amy’s
care plan. “She’s doing really well, and has become
involved in a range of positive activities. We expect
her to go from strength to strength.”
Since moving into her Lismore unit Amy has been
helped by familiar OTCP staff to undertake a range
of activities, including 8 hours a week of paid
piece-work for Multi Task Business Services, and
enjoys trips to local attractions and even shopping
these days. Amy is accompanied by staff on walks
and outings, and is a regular at Lismore’s RED Inc
disability services and support organisation. She
has a personal trainer twice a week for box-ation
exercise classes and enjoys a calming meditation to
end the workouts.
“Work has been a big positive for Amy and she really
enjoys it… it keeps her engaged and focused, giving
her a sense of purpose and assisting in community
involvement and mood regulation”.
Amy also participates in a structured cooking
program where she chooses what to make, being
mindful of the need for healthy food. She measures
and mixes ingredients that will be cooked in the
adjacent staff unit by the OTCP Support Workers.

On the regular menu are pumpkin scones and muesli
bar slices, which she has offered for morning and
afternoon teas to her support team and taken on
outings.
“Amy has also made huge steps towards managing
her own personal care and is much more
independent, requiring very minimal assistance
compared to when she first arrived,” says Tim
Robertson, a former teacher who for some years
has been enjoying a career change to working with
people with disabilities. “She is doing domestic
chores, including washing her own dishes and folding
and putting her clothes away”.
The support team and Amy all agree: “Amy likes living
here, and it shows in her general wellbeing. Her
regular exercise and greater food awareness have
resulted in significant weight reduction, and improved
social behaviour. “It’s been really rewarding to see
how well Amy has responded to the supportive
environment provided at the Lismore residence.”
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LISMORE & COFFS
HARBOUR DISABILITY
SERVICES
Lismore OTCP team provide a range of disability
support services to the Lismore and surrounding
communities. The first Disability Specialist
Accommodation was built in December 2015. The
purpose built property is the first of its kind for the
organisation, designed as a “house within a house”.
Staffed by 3 clinicians and a team of support
workers 24/7, the design of this property and the
change and growth of our customer during the first
6 months of her residence with OTCP is testament
to the overwhelming positive impact that a team of
dedicated professional from both government and
a range of services provider can have on the quality
of life of someone.

the first of its kind
for the organisation,
designed as a “house
within a house”

COFFS
HARBOUR
Coffs Harbour supports up to eleven customers in a
24/7 group villa supported accommodation model.
These modern villas are located close to the centre
of town, community activities and beaches. The
Coffs Harbour team support our customers through
a person-centred approach, encouraging high
independence, community engagement and selfdirected choice in their daily lives.
Several success stories have seen customers
transition from the group villa model to
supported accommodation where they now
living independently in the community. The
independent living skills and confidence gained by
our customers whilst living in the group villa’s has
allowed these transitions to independent living to
be a seamless, positive experience for all.

programs, a person-centred approach is adopted
with all customers determining which activities
they wish to participate in, be they education,
employment or social activities.
Work and training focused support through
our Transition to Work (TTW) and Employment
Enablement Programs (EEP) is also available in
the Coffs region The OTCP team support our
customers to develop their own employment
plan, using their skills and interests as the building
blocks to determine what work they would like to
achieve. In the past year a number of customers
have gained employment, completed TAFE training
courses in hospitality and IT, and connected
with the community through volunteering and
community interest programs.

Coffs Harbour’s Outreach program supports several
customers to live independently and connect with
the Coffs Harbour community. As with all of our
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COFF'S 24/7
DISABILITY
VILLAS
The Coffs Harbour team operate
two adjacent, purpose-built
specialist disability villas.
Staffed on a 24/7 basis, the
one and two bedroom modern
villas are fitted out with modern
bathrooms, kitchens and
spacious lounge areas.

Both properties have shared common rooms and
an undercover patio area where residents are
encouraged to socialise, have a chat and enjoy the
weekly barbecues.

end-of-week visits to a local club. Keeping in touch
with family and friends in the local community is
also very important to Gabby.
Former Melbourne resident Steph, aged 32, has
lived in the supported villas in Hill Street since 2013.
Steph moved to Coffs Harbour when her mother
relocated to the Northern Rivers area. Steph say
she feels happier here than in the city. Steph has
many interests, ranging from art, gym and bingo to
Pokemon Go and is a wizard with her smartphone.
Steph manages her own money, shops for herself
and cooks all meals.
Steph has become confident with using public
transport and has caught buses and trains to visit her
sister in Brisbane - “No worries, it goes fine”.
Zoe and Ken have both lived in Coffs Supported
Villas since the property was developed in 2010.
Like other residents, they both have their individual
plans that identify their goals and support needs,
and agree that the ‘supported autonomy’ concept
of the residence is an ideal combination. “We are
encouraged to make our own decisions, but know
the staff are here to help us when, and if, we need
it,” Ken said. “And the staff are really great, always
there to support us.”

Customers have been supported to establish a small
vegetable, herb and flower garden that they can
access for their daily food preparation. .
Team Leaders Darren McCarthy and Mellissa Kidd say
that, while residents are encouraged to take life at
their own pace, the aim is to assist them to develop
practical and social skills that will enable them to
transition to more independent accommodation in
due course.

We are encouraged to make
our own decisions, but know the
staff are here to help us when,
and if, we need it

Darren, like 21-year-old customer Gabby, has been
here for more than three years, and seen a lot of
changes, customers growing in confidence on a
daily basis and taking more responsibility for the
decisions around their own goals and life choices.
Gabby agrees, speaking positively about day
programs that include practical support like using
public transport, supermarket shopping, cooking
(lamb cutlets are a favourite), beach picnics and
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GABRIELLE

A smile that melts hearts

Gabrielle arrived at Hill Street in 2013, having
previously lived in other supported accommodation.
At the time Gabby arrived she required full support
around her daily living activities.

height adjustable table to assist with cooking,
reading, writing and sewing. Gabrielle says “this has
opened up so many areas of my life. I have become
more independent.”

Since arriving Gabby, with the assistance of the
OTCP team, has become more independent
around her daily activities, community access and
participation.

Gabrielle’s maturity and independence have
increased dramatically since moving into Hill Street.
Her 12 month goal was to become more socially
connected. She has become involved in a range
of sporting and social events and developed some
great friendships along the way.

Gabby, with guidance from the OTCP team,
researched and purchased a purpose built electronic
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ZOE
Zoe, in her early 30s, is living more independently
in the Coffs villa than she was able to do
previously. The Coffs team worked closely with
Zoe and her medical practitioners to understand
Zoe’s diagnosis and the challenges associated with
it. The Coffs team were able to adapt Zoe’s living
environment to suit her needs and assist her to
self-manage her anxiety.
In the past year, the multifaceted approach to
supporting Zoe’s wellbeing has resulted in a real
improvement in her quality of life. She is now
able to independently complete most daily tasks,
to verbalise her needs and wants, converse well
with family, staff and other residents and most

“I’m very happy with Zoe, and
she’s very happy with her life here”
- Zoe’s mum
importantly, Zoe is able to recognise if she is
becoming unwell and to articulate this to the
Coffs team.
Zoe enjoys a range of community activities that
she was previously unable to attend, such as
discos, theatre, movies, swimming, shopping,
travelling on the train, and more. In the words of
Zoe’s mum, “There can be very positive outcomes
from people living together in a villa model with
24-hour support… the way this place is run is
exceptional.”
Zoe herself says she is happy, and enjoys being
here, “at home”.
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Moving into
independent
accommodation
has been Barry’s
main goal

BEN
Ben, undertaking some work experience at Amart.
“I really like it here, especially the other residents
and the staff… I’m encouraged to do regular
exercise and watch my weight, and it’s working,” he
laughs. The staff help me achieve my goals, and
working at A-Mart was one of them.

BARRY
Barry moved from supported accommodation
villas to independent living in the community last
year, still maintaining his connection with OTCP
through drop-in support. Moving into independent
accommodation has been Barry’s main goal for the
last four years and the Coffs team was humbled to
be part of Barry’s journey.

MARTIN
Martin arrived at Hill Street, Coffs Harbour, after
spending sustantial time in and out of hospital,
including in the mental health ward.

A little support goes
a long way

Liaising with mental health case workers, OTCP
staff developed a strategy for providing more
stable support for Martin’s needs. Central to
this was working with Martin to identify triggers
and/or symptoms of when his condition was
declining, so that a more timely response could
be employed.
A jokester and always laughing, Martin has been
successful managing his mental health with
little ongoing contact with the mental health
support services for nearly two years. He is now
almost independently administering all his own
medication, which was one of Martin’s main goals.
Martin was also supported to achieve his
goals around greater social engagement and
spending more time with his family in the Port
Macquarie area.
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02

COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION

OTCP

CLUB LATITUDE
The last 12 months at Club Latitude has been a very exciting time for both
our members and staff as the momentum of the official launch in November
2015 that was worthy of visit from Minister John Ajaka, has continued to grow
and evolve. With an energised and colourful new look, Club Latitude attracts
interest and support from the local Tweed community and beyond with Club
membership on the rise.
The surfing program saw some of our members who had previously never really enjoyed the beach not only
getting on a board, but exceeding their expectations and leaving staff truly amazed and inspired by their
natural talent.
Having such a well-resourced centre allows diversity in the activities that are offered to our members. Our
music and movie room has provided endless entertainment and enjoyment over the cooler months with
members loving nothing better than retreating there after lunch to watch a movie with a bag of popcorn on a
big comfy lounge or jamming on a guitar with their friends. The art room has also never looked so bright and
dynamic with an array of artistic pieces lining the walls. So popular has our art activities become, in part due to
our wonderful support worker who is an accomplished artist in her own right, that we hosted an art show for
family and friends in November.
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FISHING FOR FUN
(AND FINDING IT)
They could have chosen to go fishing - and indeed they did, on a summer’s
day on the Tweed coast. These Club Latitude customers could also have
chosen to go bowling, boating, horse riding or surfing, do pool aerobics,
participate in arts or cultural programs.
Based in spacious, well-appointed premises in South Tweed, Club Latitude hosts around 20 adult customers, aged
18-67, who access the centre from one to five days a week. Two-way transport from their residences is available
via the OTCP mini-bus.
While some high-need users require one-to-one support, most customers enjoy the diversity and social cohesion
of the group dynamics.
The valuable skills and personal confidence members develop are vital for preparing them to access the
workforce, when ready, and to live more independently, safely and happily. The investment is for the long-term
benefit of the individuals, their families and the broader community.
“Club Latitude participants not only enjoy choosing from the range of community and center based activities on
offer, but more importantly they actively support and encourage each other to try new things and push beyond
their physical boundaries. They really do look out for each other and have developed very meaningful social
relationships with each other” says Club Latitudes Business Coordinator Megan Ford (pictured left).

The members themselves say:
›

“I really like all the activities”
- Natasha Jacobs, the skilled cake baker

›

“I love the horse riding and the aerobics therapy in the heated pool in Murwillumbah”
- Billy Scott

›

“I enjoy catching up with Billy, and also like all the activities”
- Bryn Cree
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EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES

OTCP

TRANSITION TO WORK
(TTW) TWEED HEADS
2016 has seen TTW Tweed experience the largest growth in new registrations
since the program was established. Working closely with families, schools,
Kingscliff TAFE, Southern Cross University, service
providers, employers and the community to
achieve this great outcome for
our customers.

OTCP’s primary objective is to support each customer
to achieve independence and be empowered through
their self-directed plan to achieve their employment/
education goals. Testament to the program’s success
is the enthusiasm shown by past customers who
have attended the program to share their personal
successes with the newcomers to the program. We
have seen a real bond form between TTW alumni and
new to join customers. The flow on affect through this
organically grown peer support program has resulted
in higher attendance rates and customers have been
more motivated to achieve their employment goals.
The inaugural OTCP Learner Driver workshop, run in
2016, has proven to be a great success. Six customers
participated in the workshops over a course of two
months. Five participants successfully achieved their
Learner’s permit and two very happy participants
obtained their provisional drivers license, one of
whom stating, “I am so happy, I can now drive myself
to work and to see my friends and family”.
The Independent living skills cooking workshop is
always very popular. A combined initiative open to
both Community Participation and Transition to Work
customers, Attendees learn new independent living
skills (appreciation of nutritional foods, food safety,
budgeting and time management), get to choose the
menu, then taste the fruits of their labour, and above
all, form new friendship. Three TTW attendees are
now studying a Certificate II in Kitchen Operations
through Kingscliff TAFE.

I am so happy, I can
now drive myself to
work and to see my
friends and family

Gaining self-confidence and communications
skills are more often than not on the top of each
TTW participants list of goals. OTCP regularly
runs workshops on effective communications
in the work place, customer service, conflict
resolution, appropriate use of telephone and email
communication, appropriate work place behaviour
and time management skills.
Over the last year nine Community Participation and
TTW customers have participated in work placements
in various industries including landscaping, hospitality,
retail, animal care and I.T. OTCP and program
participants are grateful to employers such as Tweed
Shire Council, who support our customers as they
transition into the workforce. The smiles on our
participants’ faces as they recount their days at work
is inspiration to us all.
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In December 2016
Rebecca graduated
with a Certificate IV in
Veterinary Nursing.

VETERINARY NURSE:

A DREAM
COME TRUE
You could not get a bigger smile than Rebecca’s. Rebecca, who is really shy
but a competent young woman who focusses on her abilities rather than her
disability, was provided one on one intensive support by the TTW team to
pursue her dream of becoming a Veterinary Assistant.
In July last year, with the support of the TTW team,
Rebecca researched Veterinary Nurse TAFE courses
and then successfully applied for a scholarship.
Motivated by Rebecca’s dedication, OTCP’s support
team contacted 29 vet clinics in the local area to
secure an interview for Rebecca to undertake the
mandatory 450 hour work placement requirement.
Next step was to prepare Rebecca for the interview,
including interview techniques, appropriate interview
attire and a knockout resume. In December 2016
Rebecca graduated with a Certificate IV in Veterinary
Nursing.

Clancy, diagnosed at an early age with Autism, was
thrilled to secure employment with a local IGA.
The TTW team continue to support Clancy on his
employment journey with tips and techniques in
social etiquette and providing him with a battery
of tools to help him control his behavior and feel
comfortable communicating in groups and coping
with confrontational situations. Previously Clancy’s
maximum time in one job was 3 months. As of the
end of 2016, a full 6 months on, Clancy’s current
employer continues to provide positive feedback
and Clancy’s capacity to self-manage his behavior
improves on a daily basis.
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ASSISTED
DISABILITY
SERVICES (ADE)

OTCP

THE
REPSYCHLERS
OP-SHOP

The strength of
3SA’s ADE program
is evidenced by the
smiles on our ADE
workers faces

OTCP operates an industryleading ADE, providing paid
employment to 50 supported
staff across 3 business enterprises
- The Repsychlers Op Shop and
Grounds Maintenance in Tweed
Heads, and our Junktion Salvage
Centre in Ballina.

From small items such as a pair of earrings to larger
ones like a double bed or a piano, the Tweed-based
Repsychlers op-shop has something for everyone,
and at bargain prices. As well as offering locals
quality recycled items sourced from donations
and reducing wastage in society, the OTCP-run
enterprise provides employment and skills training to
people with disabilities and mental health diagnosis.
The strength of 3SA’s ADE program is evidenced
by the smiles on our ADE workers faces, as well
as acknowledgement by industry peers when we
won the Australian Disability Enterprise of the Year
award in 2015. This was a thrilling and rewarding
achievement that manager Jenny Carlan and
coordinator Brian Dunn proudly shared with all
their ADE workers.
We are committed to striking a successful balance
between staying commercially viable, and genuinely
supporting our ADE workers to sustain meaningful
paid work. ADE Coordinator Brian explains that
workers receive between 60%-90% of a standard

Support Workers Award wage, which is generally
a higher rate than many of our competitor
organisations – reinforcing the ethos of a fair day’s
work for a fair day’s pay.
Numerous innovations and achievements have
marked our progress over the past year including the
installation of a new air-conditioned sorting area in
the Beryl Street Op-shop; replacement of all mowers
and power equipment for the Tweed Gardening and
Maintenance team, and the establishment of a new
salvage and retail premises in Ballina, undertaken in
partnership with the Ballina Council.
Although the goal of mainstream employment
remains a real challenge for most of our ADE
workers, encouraging work-ready habits and
routines consistently underpins how the OTCP
Management and Support staff engage our
ADE employees.
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OUR STAR OP-SHOP
WORKERS
RONAN
Ronan has been working with Repsychlers Op-shop for 7 years across a range
of roles but now specialises in electrical testing & pricing.
His skills and experience continue to develop despite the ongoing challenge of managing migraines, which
sometimes impact on his attendance. As a senior worker, management and co-workers have come to rely on his
experience assessing electrical or other bric-a-brac and pricing stock for display. When working on register and
truck deliveries, Ronan’s customer skills also help promote the Op-shop’s casual friendly feel.

LORELLE
Lorelle works 12 hours each week, and has been working
at the Op-shop for the past eight years, focussing mainly
on cleaning duties across the store. Like most of the team,
Lorelle also gives a hand where needed such as sorting
new loads of donations and hanging items in readiness for
display on the shop floor.

It’s like Christmas
every day

Although her disability has limited some of the tasks she
may otherwise attempt, Lorelle has developed as a modest,
quiet achiever – gaining in confidence and ability through
her job. Lorelle is typically the first to arrive and the last to
complain, quietly going about her cleaning routine to keep
the premises up to standard.
During the last year in particular, Lorelle has noticeably
become more talkative, more positively assertive and more
flexible, adapting to sorting or other jobs as work demands.
Her quiet humility and optimism is a real strength within
our busy ADE team.
When asked how long she might stay, she gives a smile and
answers, “Forever… I love it… it’s a real outing for me. I meet
other staff and customers, get to open the bags of donations
that come in – it’s like Christmas every day and always being
surprised by what we find.”
“Lorelle rarely ever misses a shift and is the one of the most cooperative
people I’ve met - just a great team player” Coordinator Brian Dunn said.
“I don’t think I’ve ever struck her in a bad mood. In her quiet way Lorelle serves as a strong
role model for many of her co-workers.”
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BALLINA
JUNKTION
RECLAIM AND
SALVAGE

One person’s trash is
anothers treasure

Ballina Junktion is the
increasingly popular reclaimand-salvage service run by
OTCP in partnership with Ballina
Council’s waste management
facility, located near the BallinaByron Bay Gateway Airport.
The store is stocked with reusable items that have
been taken to the tip and identified as suitable for
recovery before they are trashed by the compactors.
The range of rescued goods put on sale is huge.
Fortunately, so is the upgraded shed that now stocks
the massive, bargain-priced range of furniture and
furnishings, household items, clothing, books,
videos and CDs, building materials, sporting goods,
mowers and garden items, and much more.
If you want a Mexican sombrero (or three), a South
Pacific warrior’s club, or a trophy for winning a
school egg-and-spoon race in 1954, this is the place
to come. Even if you don’t come looking for such
items, you’ll be surprised by what you might leave
with. A surfboard, perhaps, or a pair of ski boots?
The service is receiving a steady stream of
customers - Manager Nick Martin estimates fifty plus
a day - and they rarely leave empty handed.
“A few hundred items move out daily…and people
have a smile on their face from finding things they
really wanted but didn’t expect to find, and paying so
little for them,” Nick said.

The service is also finding the online marketplace
Gumtree an increasingly valuable outlet for people
who can’t get to Ballina to peruse and purchase.
“We enjoy interacting with locals” says ADE worker
and self-styled bric-a-brac expert Gayle Duffin “Part
of our role is to identify potentially worthwhile
stock from the many items brought to the waste
management facility”.
“We also help with clean-up, occasional restorations,
and sorting for display, which is often done with
quirky humour”.
According to Nick, “The operation is a true winwin, our ADE workers engage in skills development
and meaningful activities, and we all help save the
environment by re-homing perfectly usable items.
From humble beginnings the service has become a
real community hub where a mix of both common
and highly unusual goods can have a second life and
find new homes”.
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SENATOR THE HON MITCH FIFIELD
Minister for Communications
Minister for the Arts
Manager of Government Business in the Senate

MEDIA RELEASE:
EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR TWEED HEADS
DISABILITY ENTERPRISE

An innovative Australian Disability Enterprises in northern NSW
has today been recognised for its ongoing commitment to disability
employment.
The Assistant Minister for Social Services, Senator Mitch Fifield,
announced On Track Community Programs had won the Australian
Disability Enterprises Excellence Award at the National Disability
Services’ Disability at Work conference in Melbourne today.
“On Track Community Programs are a leading provider of support
services for people with mental illness and employ over 20 people at
their Tweed Heads second hand shop,” Minister Fifield said.
“As part of On Track’s commitment to their supported employees,
RePsychlers Op Shop was established as an Australian Disability
Enterprise in 2009 and empowers supported employees through
community inclusion and innovative training programmes.
“I would like to thank the Pratt Foundation for their partnership
and support in generously donating $10,000 prize money for the second
year running.”
Now in its fifth year, the Australian Disability Enterprises
Excellence Award recognises efforts to improve the lives of people
with disability by providing dignity through employment and access to
work.
Senator Fifield said On Track and the other worthy award nominees
were a demonstration of the quality employment opportunities offered
by disability enterprises.
“Employment is key to social and economic participation, and all
people with disability deserve to enjoy the dignity of work.”
“That’s why the Abbott Government committed $25 million for a
Disability Employment package in the 2015 Budget, and a further
$17 million to support Australian Disability Enterprises,” Minister
Fifield said.
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MENTAL HEALTH
SUPPORT SERVICES

OTCP

Providing Mental Health support to communities
from Hervey Bay on Queensland’s Fraser Coast south
down to Coffs Harbour on NSW’s mid-north coast,
OTCP’s Mental Health Support services span residential
rehabilitation, Housing and Accommodation Support
(HASI), Community Based personalised support, Youth
and Family mental health support and Aboriginal
Housing, Drug & Alcohol programs. Through all of our
programs we support and encourage individuals to
develop their life skills, improve mental health literacy
and strengthen their connections with peers and the
community. At OTCP we realise that mental illness
affects more than just the individual and that’s why we
provide a range of programs to support families and
carers as well.
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TREVOR SHEARN
“Some people might think that it is stressful to work in this field,” says Trevor Shearn,
OTCP’s Regional Manager of Mental Health in the Tweed and Fraser Coasts, “especially
as the demand for support is growing due to factors like the increasing complexity of
society and substance abuse.”
But the fact is, “This is such a rewarding area because it presents wonderful opportunities to interact closely with
our customers, and to help them to become a valued member of their community. Knowing you’ve helped make
a difference is what the job’s all about.”
OTCP’s mental health team in the Tweed work with customers to develop diverse skills focused on enabling them
to better manage their lives and assist recovery.
Customers are assisted to develop life skills such as shopping and meal planning, cooking and cleaning,
budgeting, stress management and relaxation techniques. Individual Support Plans are developed with our
customers to help them achieve their goals.
We support our customers with a step up step down model of practice to assist them to transition from inpatient
hospital services into the community via our 24/7 residential rehabilitation program.
We also provide a range of non-residential services, including skills-based and creative day programs at OTCP’s
Connection Centre.
It is a way of our customers connecting with the community and peers.
Outreach programs are available in Tweed Heads, Mullumbimby, Lismore and Coffs Harbour areas, and are funded
by NSW Health under the NGO Grant Program.
Providing respite opportunities for carers is another important aspect of OTCP’s support for mental health
customers. One important initiative is the ‘Carers to Work’ program that assists prepare carers of people with
mental illness to return to the wider workforce. This program operates in Hervey Bay, Kingaroy and Gympie.
OTCP’s mental health programs are now assisting many hundreds of local people each year, with customer
demand growing. Trevor believes.
“The fact that we are able to keep pace with this increasing demand is down to our wonderful staff and their
commitment to providing good opportunities to customers and assisting with their recovery. The interest and
understanding they have in this complex area, plus their genuine compassion, comes through in their interactions
with our customers.
“Staff have strong local connections and an infectious enthusiasm that people pick up on. They work with some
customers over lengthy periods and developing a good level of rapport is important.
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HERVEY BAY, GYMPIE
AND KINGAROY
Commencing as a pilot programs, the Fraser Coast MHCS program
continues to grow from strength to strength. Caring for someone with
a Mental Health diagnosis can be very rewarding but it does come with
challenges. A carers role can be physically and emotionally exhausting
and the loss of personal time to connect with other family and friends
or simply attend to everyday activities can become overwhelming.
MENTAL HEALTH CARER
SUPPORT: “CARES TO WORK”
(MHCS– FRASER COAST)

This program was established to assist carers
of people living with a mental health illness to
build resilience and achieve their own education,
employment and personal goals. Operating in
Hervey Bay, Kingaroy and a mobile worker covering
the Gympie area, the program is targeted towards
individuals who have been a carer for a person with a
mental illness in the last 2 years, and have the goal of

returning to the work force or undertake professional
development that will lead to employment. Support
is varied and dependent on the individual’s personal
goals and is geared towards addressing the barriers
that are impacting on the individual’s ability to
achieve their goal. Outcomes from the program can
include volunteering, training and employment
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SUSIE’S STORY
Susie (name changed to maintain privacy) came to OTCP as a 19 year
old single Aboriginal mother caring for her new baby, as well as her
mother who has a mental illness plus drug and alcohol addictions. Susie’s
relationship with her mother had broken down so providing care for her had
become difficult and, to top it off, they were living on the hop with other
family members.
OTCP, through its partnerships within the Hervey
Bay community, assisted Susie to complete forms
with a local real estate agent and Dept. of Housing
that resulted in the family of three securing a two
bedroom rental unit to call their own. As a new
mother, with no-one to rely on for parenting advice,
an appointment was arranged with community health
and Susie was enrolled in CTC Youth Services for
young mothers.
As the primary carer for both a new baby and her
mother, Susie struggled to get out and about to do
basic tasks like shopping and doctor’s appointments.
Susie learner’s permit had expired as she could not
afford the driving lessons to complete the 100 hours
log book. The OTCP team consulted with a range of
local and state government agencies to get Susie’s
learners permit reinstated without charge and CTC
Youth Services were able to assist Susie with driving
lesson fees.

Employment was next on the list of goals for Susie.
The OTCP team assisted Susie to develop her resume
and apply for jobs with the Australian Government
Indigenous Apprenticeships program and she was
over the moon to be called up for an interview as this
magazine goes to print.
With the support of the Hervey Bay OTCP team and
a bucket load of determination, Susie has turned her
life around and has achieved each and every goal
that she has added to her personal plan. OTCP, and
its community partners, will continue to support
Susie on her life journey until she is confident she has
achieved independence and financial stability.

Susie has turned her life
around and has achieved
each and every goal
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TWEED HEADS
OTCP offers a diverse range of Mental Health programs in
the Tweed Heads and surrounding regions.

DAY 2 DAY LIVING (D2DL)
The goal of the D2D Living program is to increase the
ability of people with severe and persistent mental
illnesses to participate in social, recreational and
educational activities. The D2D Living team provide
case-management support to customers living in the
Tweed and Brunswick Valley communities to improve
their quality of life and improve participation in
their community.

Operating Monday to Friday each week at the
Connection Centre South Tweed Heads and Tuesdays
and Thursdays in Brunswick Heads, the OTCP D2D
Living program provides support for 108 customers
in a structured socially based day program. Each
customer identifies their personal, employment and
education goals and then, with the assistance of the
OTCP support team, a structured individual plan is
developed to assist them to achieve those goals.
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THE TWEED
CONNECTION CENTRE
The Tweed Connections Centre
provides a safe space for people
living with mental health issues to
connect, learn and share skills, to
have positive social interactions and
access support.
Three female visitors are having their nails and
makeup done, and two others are playing with guitars
in the music room. Outside, the bus has arrived to
pick up other customers for a barbecue in Burleigh
Heads organised with Mental Illness Fellowship
Queensland (MIFQ) .
Adrian is happy to chat, and Tony (pictured right) joins
in, saying he has been coming to Connections Mental
Health Centre in Tweed Heads South for nearly
twenty years, more than half of this time working in
OTCP’s Repsychlers op shop as well for nine hours
a week. Before that he worked with the mowing and
garden maintenance crew from 1997 to 2003.

KC, a mum of two, and Mel come to Connections
regularly and enjoy the social environment.
“It provides great opportunities to meet people,” says
KC who, like Tony, has been visiting the centre for
twenty years.
“Connections is like the home many of the people
who come her might not have… There’s plenty to do
like excursions, artwork and other activities,” says KC.
KC is successfully self-managing her illness, now
volunteering at the centre for 2-4 days a week. KC
clearly enjoys being part of the support team as well
as being a customer.
Another volunteer is Linda Sinclair who has
volunteered at Connections one day a week for the
past 12 years, now in a data entry role. “There’s a lot
more people coming through the doors now,” she
says, “but despite the increase in numbers there’s still
a real sense of community, a support network, and
the place is looking really good now, nice and bright.”

Thursdays at Connections are a favourite for Tony it’s roast lunch day, as well as being the day when a
psychologist visits. There’s also an organised social
group that plans outings to local clubs and pubs to
see bands and enjoy meals together. Up to 20 people
will usually go along.

Peer support makes for
meaningful Connections
- a home away from home
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WAYNE MOORE – CONNECTIONS D2D
LIVING COORDINATOR
According to Wayne Moore, into
his sixth year as coordinator of the
Day to Day Living in the Community
program (D2DL), Connection
is located in the site that OTCP
commenced operations. Recently
refurbished, with support from
Bunnings and Westpac, he said:
“Connections is a place where people can come
without any need for an appointment. They’re
always welcome, it’s like the home they might not
have. Normally our customers are on low incomes,
so they’re in little units around the area where front
doors open on to other front doors… they often don’t
have any outside space.
“They’ve often been isolated from their families,
isolated from relationships, from children, mums and
dads, aunties and uncles, and they can come here
and have relationships with people that would not
normally get.”
“Connections is built mainly on peers and the
support they give each other, so there is minimal staff
input, only to do a bit of guiding, help to arrange a
few activities.
“The customers choose the activities they want and
need, that they think will improve their lives… like
outings and BBQs, music groups, art groups, writer’s
groups, men’s groups, women’s groups, a tenpin
bowling competition. While staff members will have
ideas, before we put anything into action we always
make sure that it is OK with the members. We run a
Connections Café with low prices, and twice a year
we go to places like Lennox Head State Recreation
Park for a camp, that will be funded mostly by the
money we get from the café.”

“A lot of people here have never been to each other’s
places, so this is their place,” Wayne said.
We have many success stories to share. One example
is a peer worker who originally came in quite unwell
and is now back doing a placement as part of his
mental health peer work course at TAFE.
Another - “Lance was suffering the effects of a serious
mental illness when he first came to Connections.
He’s lost weight and has crossed the boundary from
being a customer to being a volunteer peer support
worker. Now he’s fitter he enjoys dressing well and
his mum tells him she is so proud of him. Just the
story of growth, to see a person that had been so
unwell now able to come in and be ready to help
other people is inspiration to all the Connections
team,” Wayne said.
”Another example of Connections positive impact is a
customer who dropped in to say hi after an absence
of five years. He just wanted to let the team know
that he’s now a truck driver in north Queensland, with
a wife and two young kids. He shared with us that “If
it wasn’t for this place he’d surely be dead”. There’s a
lot of stories you never hear because people move
away, or lose contact, but I know for a fact there are
plenty of lasting successes.”

Connections is built mainly
on peers and the support
they give each other

Another social activity is the club set up by the
members to organise birthday parties, and go to see
bands, movies, and enjoy local restaurants.
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RHONDA’S
STORY
Rhonda (pictured right with Support WorkerTanya)
who currently drops in a couple of days a week,
is an inspiration to us all, having completely
changed her whole life since joining the
Connections family. Rhonda shared that she’s
a lot healthier than she was a couple of months
ago, that she has lost a lot of weight, has gone
from smoking 20 cigarettes to 10, is now regularly
taking her medication and as she walked out of
Wayne’s office said ”it won’t be long and I won’t
even need this (her walker)”.

JENNY
HIBBERD
Jenny Hibberd (pictured below) dates her first
contact with Connections to the age of her son,
now 16.
“In those 16 years I have gone from having no
friends to having somewhere to go when I am not
feeling my best and I need acceptance and support.
I don’t have to tell anyone what’s going on, I can just
come in and be myself and socialise, and there’s no
pressure,” Jenny said.
Now Jenny volunteers at Connections as a prevocational co-ordinator, helping the Centres
customers to gain experience working in reception,
the café, cooking, and cleaning. Customers come
to the Connections for a minimum of eight hours as
a first step to getting out of the house and to gain
some new work and life skills so they can move back
out into the community and secure employment.

is brilliant for me, because I can be here, do my
hours, go home and be there for him when he is out
of school, and I can take the school holidays off and
be at home with the kids.”

It gives them
self-esteem and
confidence as well,
a purpose to get
out of bed

“It gives them self-esteem and confidence as well,
a purpose to get out of bed… It’s the routine that’s
important”, she says.
“Jenny is completing her Cert IV mental health peer
support course at TAFE. With two children, including
a 16-year-old son with autism, Jenny needed
workplace flexibility and said that is why “this place
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KATHY’S STORY:

When I reflect over my life.
The childhood abuse, emotional trauma and the one of DV incidents I suffered that left
me with fractured vertebra, it appears that it’s been such a mess.
God can turn our mess into a message and our tests into testimony. Often I’ve felt I just
can’t do this anymore. We cannot do it alone. We need people- people who have travelled
a similar path. They too may have been alienated from their children or grandchildren
through no fault of their own, know the pain of searing loss that it brings.
Often we blame ourselves punish or sabotage our own happiness falsely believing we
are not worth it. That is a lie. We are all worth it. We all have value, even though
as little children growing up we are taught we weren’t wanted and shunned, abused and
denied growing up to be all we were meant to be.
Three out of five people suffer a mental illness- sometimes that isn’t addressed, or
validated. Then we are told it is in our own heads. Ironically that is where our mental
illness often manifests. We then require medication to correct a chemical imbalance.
For me travelling my own journey I am grateful to be living in the lovely Tweed areawhere the amenities and facilities, public transport is so close at hand. When I first
discovered OTCP- Connections at Tweed for people who have a mental disability or a
physical handicap, straight away I knew I’d stumbled on something pretty wonderful.
Instead of a formal building I encountered wonderful, caring staff running an
efficient and well run household. At first I was shy and reserved, especially making
friends or sharing my journey with others for fear I’d be judged or rejected. Isn’t that
what stops most of us presenting our true self?
In correlating this story I reflected on all the aspects that make On Track so
successful. Firstly it’s the dedication of our workers, Tania, Wayne, Cat, our wonderful
trainees and consumers.
I know skills are being learnt as quite a number of consumers have embarked on a
learning experience, so as to be Peer Support workers, others volunteer in the learner’s
kitchen, to learn culinary skills. Barry works in our own organic garden where fresh
veges are staple part of the meals cooked at On Track, veges such as spinach and
pumpkin that form a part of the beautiful roast meals available every Thursday, at a
very humble cost. Likewise coffees, cappuccinos are all great
Marco is available to teach guitar to anyone who’d like to learn. Victor is there to
help with computers skills or helpful advice with mobile phones. Art tuition, craft
lessons, twice monthly BBQ’s are provided, ten pin bowling weekly, support groups for
women and men, and monthly bus outings.
Going to On Track is a friendly positive experience where you are welcomed, a place
where you’ll find no judgement.
On Trackers find long lasting friendships here and will meet up for outside activities.
I feel accepted here, love the bubbly helpful peer support workers, our lovely meals. My
favourite is coming to have meditation with our very experienced Tricia, I am happy to
see she’s now playing a more permanent role. I love catching up with her. Also there is
very experienced psychologist (Louise) who makes time to see members of On Track too.
For me finding OTCP has a win win situation. It’s situated 5 mins from my home. I can
drop in for a chat or a healthy meal, go for a coffee with the girls and even go for
a trip to the Ekka as I did last year. So much fun was had and similarly all of us
who attended were so happy, so grateful to attend an On Track camp to Lake Ainsworth
last year. I had never been on a camp before and it brought me so much joy, all of
us mucking in to help with meal preparation and cleaning up. Games where played, we
enjoyed swimming in the lake and also the ocean.
I give On Track, all our wonderful staff and workers a big thumbs up and may you
continue providing a very vital service to our community.
A huge Thank You
Kathy Saunders
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COMMUNITY MANAGED MENTAL
HEALTH PROGRAM
(CMMHP - South East Queensland)
The Community Managed Mental Health Program is a recovery focused model that provides increased
opportunity for recovery, reduced clinical presentation and increased community engagement for
people experiencing persistent mental illness. Program customers, families and carers work with service
providers in key areas to increase community engagement, as detailed in their support plan.

HOUSING ACCOMMODATION
SUPPORT INITIATIVE
(HASI)
In partnership with NSW Ministry of Health, the HASI program is premised on personalised recovery
support to customers with a mental health diagnosis. The HASI team support customers to secure and
maintain stable accommodation, to achieve independence in daily living, to reconnect with and actively
participate in their local community and, most importantly, achieve long term well-being.

OUTREACH AND
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
ON TRACK HOUSE
The Residential Program operates a 6 bed 24/7 supported accommodation service. OTCP’s Support
Workers assist customers to transition from Tweed Hospital’s Mental Health Acute Care Unit back into
the local community.
The Outreach Service has co-case management plans and liaises with Community Mental Health case
managers, Community Services, Housing NSW, drug and alcohol counsellors, Bugalwena Aboriginal
Health Service, NSW Carers Association, as well as local general practitioners, psychiatrists and
psychologists, to achieve the best outcome for our customers. The Outreach team services customers
from across the Mullumbimby, Lismore and Coffs Harbour areas. Entry to the Outreach Service is via a
referral from Community Mental Health or inpatient units.
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SKYE’S STORY:

To Kelly and all On Track workers,
I wanted to write a letter of thanks to you all. I feel in my heart so very grateful
for everything you’ve all done to help me and I wanted to share my appreciation with
you and to thank you.
Looking back to my life up until coming to On Track all I knew was fear. Waking up
every morning seemed like I was under a curse; I hated my life and everything about it.
I feel that since coming to the On Track House that I have been given a chance at a
brand new life, a new beginning, a chance at being something other that what I was
made to be.
Without the consistent support, encouragement, care and guidance you’ve all given me
and my other personalities I woudln’t have been able to start healing, grieving and
growing as I have been able to here.
To have a safe place to call home, even if only for a little while, has been life
changing for me. I see the world differently now, even though I’m faced with my past
every day, I now also am faced with the beautiful things of this world too, which makes
life so much easier for me to deal with.
Being here I’ve learnt so many new life skills, skills that I’ll take with me throughout
my life. I’m learning not only about how this world works and how to live independantly
in it, but also how to grow as a person. I’ve learnt to never give up on working on the
skills I’m now equipped with and I want to keep learning more. I want to thank you all
for the opportunity to be able to do this, and also thank you for your help and support
through it.
There’s so many possibilities with life now, I never had this before, I’ve never felt this
kind of freedom, and never had a safe place to heal from my past hurts. I know I’m far
behind everyone else, but being here I also know that life is my teacher and learning
is a gift, and now since I’m free from the control of others, I can do anything I set my
mind on.
While being here I’ve seen how well you all work together as a team, it amazes me still
every day when I see the effort you put into helping people get back on their feet. The
consistent guidance has been a God send to me.
For the first time in my life I can see the light at the end of the tunnel. I really
cannot thank you enough.
Skye
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BUNYARAH-GA
WELLBEING PROGRAM
Bunyarah-ga (Strong Talk) Aboriginal Wellbeing Program is now in its fifth
year. It has strong links with the local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Peoples (ATSI) communities, and local Aboriginal elders and community
members are active participants in the planning and implementation of all
of our programs.
The Bunyarah-ga Program promotes individual and community wellbeing and reduction of substance abuse
through the provision of culturally appropriate care coordination services and programs, that raise awareness
about suicide and the management of depression within the indigenous community. The OTCP team provide
advocacy and referrals to appropriate services, facilitate weekly men’s and women’s yarning circles for
community members impacted by substance abuse, and deliver Drug and Alcohol Awareness programs in local
High Schools.
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GARRY KAFOA:
CONNECTING WITH COUNTRY
Local Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander
man Garry Kafoa, born just 500m away
from the Bunyarah-ga office at the
Connections Centre, always begins
his conversations with a Welcome
to Country, paying respect to the
ancestors and the guardians of this
land, to the Elders past and present,
and to future leaders:
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“We respect this land, respect the
spirits that walk this land and we
look after this land our ancient
mother and this land looks after us
… you are welcome here.”
“The Bunyarah-Ga program in Tweed supports our mob
in the community… we do a lot of advocating, we deal
closely with the police and the hospitals and mental
health, drug and alcohol help and Wellbeing programs,”
Garry Said.
“I work with my colleague Tammy Johnson, a very wise
and compassionate person, and together we get things
done, we never give up on community..
“The program is focused on showing the mob that
there are people around here who are willing to get
out and work hard for them, to try to get them back on
track. Because there’s a lot of people moving here now
from other communities, it is about understanding their
culture as each community has different ways.
“As well as helping people who drop in, we’re out in the
community meeting them where they are… Just being
able to let them know they are in a safe environment and
with someone they can trust, that’s really important…..We
are under strict guidelines not to divulge any information
that a customer tells us.”
Garry talks of the good stories the Bunyarah-ga Program
has been involved with, like the man who came in facing
a lengthy jail term because of problems with drug and
alcohol use.
“He opened up and told me his story, he admitted to me
after a while that he had a Drug & Alcohol problem. We
talked about a goal that he would like, a realistic goal,
and then we put a plan into place. We went through it
together, and he agreed to see his doctor and get the
right medication,” Gary said.
“Now he comes and sees me once a week. We usually
go over to country and sit under the trees and have
a good yarn and listen to the stories we both have to
share. At court the judge acknowledged the efforts
this man has made and what a great outcomes he’d
achieved and how hard he’d worked to get to where he
is now compared to where he’d come from.

“There’s men’s business and women’s business,
and Tammy usually works with and supports female
customers”.
“The biggest problem we have is housing. Without a
roof over your head you can’t move forward. If you’re
sleeping under the trees or down by the river how
can you move forward? I’ll go to Housing NSW with
clients and sit in on their initial conversation, but it’s so
hard to find any accommodation. We always try make
connections with services who can help, and work with
the people who can help.
“We liaise with Our Mob Alliance too, and I’ve got a
friend who’s the head of Heavy Hitterz, a mental health
support program. One small, but important, thing
3SA did was to sponsor Brent Simpson [Heavy Hitterz
founder from Murwillumbah] with an Aboriginal flag
and mobile technology in support of his fundraising
pushbike ride from Gold Coast to WA to promote mental
health awareness. Our Mob Alliance is a real asset for
linking Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander services in
the various organisations, and having group meetings
delivers great outcomes.
“I think a lot Aboriginal people have become caught up
in this fast world, so far detached from their culture, plus
money, money, money. I think a lot of young ones are
caught up in that and need to connect back to country”
“My dad was such a calm but powerful man and I learnt
from him the power of the tongue is stronger than the
sword. He could settle disputes just by sitting there and
talking with people. I was taught at an early age never to
take more then I needed. I realised Dad was such a calm
man because he was connected to country. He would
tell me everything is alive… The trees are alive, they grow
and breath the air. The grass is alive and grows. We
come from country and must look after country, and
country will look after us.
“I heard an old Aboriginal man who is a caretaker of
Uluru asked if he got lonely out there?....He said ‘brother,
why would I be lonely? I’ve got my brothers and my
sisters, the trees the kangaroos and the wallabies, all
around me, I’m never lonely’ “.
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CUSTOMER THANK
YOU LETTER
I am writing to express our family’s appreciation for your support of
our Grandson and son, it is now 7 months since he accepted the support
of and joined the Bunyarah-ga Men’s Group run by On Track Community
Programs and it has had a profound effect on his road to recovery.
I particularly want to show our gratefulness to the support workers
for making themselves available when we have needed them and for
the one on one support you have offered, even if it was just to have a
chat with him. The Court support you have given him cannot be overstated. The Court clearly recognises the value of the Bunyarahga Men’s Group, with the Judge making significant comments about
its worth and how it has helped, as well as his hope that he will
continue with the program, and possibly mentor other young offenders
in the future. It is my belief that every Aboriginal person who has
come in contact with the law from the effects of substance abuse and
alcohol, would benefit from being ordered into the program, or at the
very least, being offered the choice on Court day, prior to sentencing,
similar to the choice the Court offers to enter the Traffic Offender’s
Program, prior to sentencing for drug and alcohol driving offences.
When a Judge acknowledges this program as a suitable and acceptable
alternative to a custodial sentence, then this is a huge contribution
to the Closing the Gap initiatives.
Raising young people these days, with the ever increasing pressures
to engage in anti-social behaviour, is an onerous job for any family.
Ours is a solid family with strong cultural ties to the Tweed and
Gold Coast, yet it didn’t miss us and the humiliation was unbearable
at times. We were inspired by the story about the Northern Territory
Police Minister who bravely spoke out about his son’s addiction. This
helped us realise that it could happen to any family.
If my Grandson is a measure of the success of the program, I
believe it is largely due to its flexibility. By that, I mean that,
most mainstream support services offer a by-appointment service,
but sometimes a lot more is needed, and staff have offered that
additional support, at home or wherever is comfortable and safe.

Name witheld for privacy reasons
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CARERS SUPPORT
GROUP
OTCP currently facilitates a Carers Support Group which provides carers the opportunity to discuss issues,
connect with other carers, undertake training and receive support as required. The support group was
established in 1997 after consultation with family and friends identified the need for carer support across the
Tweed Valley. Meetings are held on the third Thursday of each month. The Carers Support Group is funded and
convened by OTCP

CARER
RESPITE
OCTP support carers to have a break from caring for people with a mental illness diagnosis. This allows the
carers to have a valuable break from their caring roles, have time for their own interest and improve their
quality of life so they can continue to provide a caring role. OCTP also facilitate a very popular Big Brother/
Big Sister Program that specifically supports young carers to have time out from their caring roles through
socialising with those their own age and to ‘just be kids’. Some activities include surfing, geocaching, hobbies
and crafts.
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FAMILY SUPPORT –
RECHARGE
Tweed Valley Respite Carer Retreat
and Respite Family Support Worker
Nadia Frisch reported that nine
women and one male member
attended this retreat trip in May
2016, staying at Boonah Valley Motel
- Vue Restaurant in Queensland.
DAY 1
Stopped at Yatala Pies for lunch before arriving at
our accommodation. All carer’s could not believe
we were staying at such a lovely spot amongst the
kangaroos and kookaburras. In the afternoon we
went into the local village, followed by a BBQ dinner
and an opportunity to get to know each other.

Felt refreshed, cherished
and cared for. A total lift

arrived in the late after to deliver affirmation
workshops after dinner. We had a superb dinner
at the Vue restaurant, with some of the carer’s
stating they felt like that they were on ‘MasterChef’.
There were lots of smiles, laughter and genuine
acceptance for each other.
The affirmation workshop was excellent, at times
some carer’s were overwhelmed with the genuine
comments, acceptance and respect shown
towards them.

DAY 2
Started the day with a lovely breakfast in the Vue
Restaurant with beautiful views of the mountains,
where we could see many animals freely flying and
running around, followed by a drive through the
country. Carer’s spent their free time reading, sitting
by the pool or having chats with other carer’s on
their decks. Sally and Leanne from Mission Australia

DAY 3
Again a beautiful breakfast, enjoying the fresh air
and watching the birds singing, a relaxation and
mindful movement workshop, followed by lunch
and a drive to the Kooroomba Lavender Farm and
Winery for a wine tasting and high tea.
In the evening, we went to the local Dugandan
Hotel for dinner and their Trivia Night. This was a
fun experience, as one of the carer’s had purchased
coloured plastic hats for us all to wear. We all did
look a bit out of place in this farmer’s hotel. It was
amazing to the listen to the knowledge the carer’s
had and see how they all became competitive
against the locals.

Naturally I do not go away,
but this trip was lovely and
relaxing, everything was just
so nice food, venue, staff and
carer’s all was perfect

DAY 4
We all packed up to return to Tweed Heads. The
carer’s did not really want to leave such a beautiful
spot where they felt safe, cared for and pampered.
It was a great opportunity for carer’s to feel spoilt
and pampered. It was obvious that all participants
respected each other, listened and gave time
for everyone to contribute to conversations.
From discussion with carer’s it became apparent
that they will go away from this retreat having
memories and time to reflect, explore and use new
and different strategies to manage situations at
home as they arise.
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Feeling safe to share
information, getting to
know others who have
similar problems in a safe
environment. A great

RECOVERY IS REAL
WORKSHOPS FOR
INDUSTRY
OTCP is committed to partnering with local
service providers, NSW Health, mental health
professionals and extended community service
providers to grow awareness of mental health
issues and develop a lived experience reference
framework that informs the community on how to
identify, understand and work with individuals with
mental health issues.
In February 2015 Kellie Green OTCP Mental
Health Coordinator and Monica Acosta OTCP
Mental Health Support Worker became part of
the planning committee for the Recovery is Real
Workshops held in Tweed Heads in early 2016.
As part of OTCP’s involvement, Monica Acosta &
Paul Baccinelli created a Recovery is Real Video
to open the first day of the workshops. The
objective of this video was to demonstrate to
those in attendance how the practice domains
are reflected in an individual’s recovery journey,
making practice domains not just theoretic but
experiential and real.
These workshops were focused on the 2012
National Framework for Recovery Oriented
Practice and the practice domains that encompass
the underlying core principles, attitudes,
behaviours, values, knowledge, skills and abilities
that individuals and organisations need to develop
and adopt, in order to empower people living with
a mental health illness to build on their strengths
and to take an active role in their recovery.

experience

Planning for these workshops took just over 12
months of collaboration with a number of mental
health service providers (OTCP, New Horizons,
Partners in Recovery (PIR) Ability Links) NSW Local
Health District and people with a lived experience.
The target audience for these workshops were
local mental health professionals, including
NSW Health Case Managers and psychiatrists,
psychologists, in-patient unit TVC social worker
and nursing staff, local GPs, private practitioners
(psychologists, psychiatrists, and mental health
support workers) and corporate management
members of local mental health services.
People with a lived experience facilitated table
discussions around the assigned core principles,
sharing their own personal experience with mental
ill health and recovery. To ensure collaborative
participation amongst the various services, each
table of ten consisted of representatives from
different organisations, two people with a lived
experience, one an employed peer worker and a
student of the Cert IV in Mental Health Peer Work.
Attendees left the workshop acknowledging that
recovery is not necessarily about a cure. It is more
about an individual having choices and living a
meaningful, satisfying life and having the capacity
to contribute to and be a valuable member of
their community.
The event was a resounding success and it is
anticipated a similar event will be run at least
biennially
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LISMORE
The Lismore OTCP team provide a
number of mental health programs
including:
›

Carers respite program focuses on
supporting children who care for
adults with mental health issues in
their households. Young people needing
assistance with coping skills or who may
face potential mental health concerns are
helped to access services such as YMCA
and beyondblue.

›

The Housing and Support Initiative team
(HASI) team support customers to
maintain housing, living skills, education
and social interaction with community.

›

The Aboriginal Housing and Support
Initiative (AHASI) team support customers
with mental health diagnosis along with
their family and community, to develop
a plan that will allow them to achieve
emotional and spiritual wellbeing, assist
them to find and maintain sustainable
housing, develop day to day living
skills, and introduce them to the range
of community services available,
including employment and education,
music, art, fishing and retreats.

Everyone makes
a real contribution
to the group
dynamic
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OUTREACH AND
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS
Lismore’s Mandara House - the name comes from
a showy species of red hibiscus - offers long term
respite accommodation to customers with a mental
health diagnosis. Whilst a resident at Mandara
House, customers are supported to participate
in social, recreational, occupational/educational
activities that will help them to live a meaningful and
participative life once they secure more permanent
accommodation.

Day Support Worker Marguerite Dean says this is an
ideal support model for customers at this stage of
their recovery journey, and resident Nazzer (pictured
above), who comes from the local area, agrees. An
accomplished guitarist and keen artist, his creative
skills are appreciated by the other residents.

Located in an attractive older house in Lismore, with
a relaxing shaded garden, a common kitchen and
group area, Mandara has five independent rooms
and another for community based customers whose
carers require a short-term respite break.
The home has a laid-back ambience, and residents
appreciate the opportunity to plan their shopping
and meals on a roster basis, and are encouraged
to engage in unsupervised community excursions,
including visiting friends and family. Group activities
such as fishing,bowling, visits to local markets and
more are also arranged.

“We get on well together. Sure, we all have
challenges to deal with, but it’s a great environment,
quite unique really, and the important thing is that
it works.”
Regarded as a half-way between in-patient care and
low-support residency, Mandara has a key role in the
wellbeing pathway of people suffering from mental
ill health. The benefits to the individual customers,
and the broader community, are invaluable.

“Everyone makes a real contribution to the group
dynamic,” Nazzer says.

SPONSORSHIP:
THE HEALING VOICES
CHOIRS
Based in Lismore, The Healing Voices Choir is
sponsored by OTCP and has around 25 members.
It was formed by a group of mental health workers
and local community choir leaders to encourage
people experiencing mental illness to meet and
share in the joy of singing.
The group brings together people in a supportive
activity that inspires hope and highlights that
recovery from mental illness is possible.

Choir members have written songs and
testimonials about the support, acceptance
and healing they have experienced from
meeting together in such a creative and healing
environment.
The Healing Voices Choir meets every week for
rehearsals and performs regularly across the
Northern Rivers region at important community
events and mental health facilities.
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COFFS HARBOUR
OUTREACH AND RESIDENTIAL
REHABILITATION
OTCP Coffs Harbour operates a 24/7 Group Home of six bedrooms under
the NGO Residential Rehabilitation Program. This program facilitates a safe
and supported environment for customers transitioning from acute mental
care to a community based, resilience focused model. From 24/7 support,
consumers can then transition to a lower level of support model in one of
several outreach properties. The OCTP Coffs mental health team support up
to 10 outreach customers at any given time. OTCP Coffs supported over 50
customers in this program last year.
Susan Close
Customers of OTCP’s six-room mental
health rehabilitation home in Coffs Harbour
participate in the residential rehabilitation
program on a voluntary basis for an average
of three to six months after assessment
and referral.
The residential program is focused on
supporting our customers to manage their
mental health away from a clinical setting
and to re-engage with the community.
OTCP’s mental health support staff work
with each customers strengths and assist
them to identify their goals and develop a
plan to achieve them.

Developing
resilience for
independent
living

Disabilty Support worker Paul Roder tells
how past residents often make return visits
to share their outside experiences with
both staff and current residents, which
helps to inspire others currently involved in
the program.
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This is a very nice
environment, with
really friendly staff
and a relaxing
atmosphere

Two such visitors are Magdaliene, who came to
Australia from Kenya, and Brett an Aboriginal man
from the Tweed. Both now live independently in
local housing, and speak fondly of the role that
Susan Close played in helping turn their
lives around.
“This is a very nice environment, with really
friendly staff and a relaxing atmosphere,” said
Magdaliene, who really enjoyed the fresh eggs
from the onsite chickens.
“We’re open to any good suggestions,” Paul said.
“When the support team was asked if we could
have chooks, we thought ‘why not?’ As luck had it,
we found an unwanted coop the next day and set
it up in the backyard”.

Other great initiatives include a flourishing
vegetable and herb garden, with produce residents
can add to their meals, some magnificent shade
eucalypt trees and a lovely swimming pool.
Residents are supported with shopping and
other activities, and encouraged to become selfmanaging with medications.
Team leader Jo Page said “There’s no doubt the
OTCP program is considered a success story in the
region, with up to 15 people always on the waiting
list for places. A number of people, including
other health professionals, have said it would be
great if group homes such as this existed in other
North Coast towns.”

“The chooks have added a community feel to
the property, with everyone lending a hand with
looking after them.”
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YOUTH SUPPORT
SERVICES
COFFS HARBOUR
YOUNG CARERS PROGRAM
Coordinating the broad community support OTCP provides for both adults
and young people in the Coffs-Clarence area is the role of Service Manager
Stuart Nunan.
Of the many important services offered, he takes special pride in the backup and respite care provided
to more than 100 young people who undertake vital home support to family members and housemates
suffering mental health issues and other challenges. Nationally there are more than 272,700 young carers,
with 60,000 of these young people under the age of 15.

HIGHLIGHTS
FOR 2016

›

27 young carers directly supported
through the Big Brother/Big Sister youth
program over the last year

22%
AGES 15-17

22%
AGES 9-11

AGE OF YOUNG
CARERS IN THE
OTCP PROGRAM

›

14.8% Indigenous youth carers

›

Age range 10-17

›

13 male and 14 female young carers

›

Young carers that can’t attend OTCP’s
programs are still supported through
financial assistance and referral to other
services, such as Out of School Hours
and sports programs

56%
AGES 12-14
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BIG BROTHER,
BIG SISTER PROGRAM
The main goal of giving these young carers
a break is for “kids to be kids!”
In the last year youth carers have been supported in a
wide range of activities, all chosen by the young carers
themselves. These activities have ranged from craft and
playing video games to attending surfing lessons and
geo-caching. Young carers from around Coffs Harbour
have immensely enjoyed this program while working
towards their respite goals. This is evidenced by the
huge amount of positive feedback that OTCP has
receive from participants and the local community.

The program provides
a supportive, non-clinical
approach with an aim to
strengthen the wellbeing
of children and young
people
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CLEAR MINDS
PROGRAM
In 2016 the Clear Minds team supported 252 customers, with 39% of customers
identifying as either Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
Clear Minds is an early intervention support program for children and young people affected by, or at
risk of developing, a mental illness. The program provides a supportive, non-clinical approach with
an aim to strengthen the wellbeing of children and young people. The Clear Minds program works
collaboratively with family and/or carers to support the child or young person to develop skills and
access resources to help manage their wellbeing. The duration of support can range from a few weeks
to a year, depending on the child or young person’s need.

BALLINA OFFICE
Trudi Fehrenbach, Senior Case Manager, and Lucille Downing Support Worker are
part of the four-member Clear Minds team that works closely with the children and
young people referred to the Clear Minds program from across the community
including schools, community centres and family and domestic violence services.
“Clear Minds has two main footprints, Tweed to Evans Head, and Grafton-Yamba and a lot of support is
provided via an outreach model” Trudi said.
“When the young people are first contacted the team does not talk of ’mental illness’, rather the need to
establish a better sense of wellbeing in their lives. Working alongside the individual to gradually build and
strengthen strategies for coping are a central part of the process.
“Getting involved early and engaging authentically is key to our success, and we are having plenty of great
outcomes. Some children and young people are linked into social group activities if that is what they feel
would be most helpful, while others like to work one-on-one at their own pace. There’s no pressure from
us, as they have enough pressures already.
“From our perspective, it’s a really rewarding area to work in. Young people pick up on things quickly, and
if they’re able to feel heard within a safe, supportive environment, they can strengthen their resilience and
develop a positive view of their future.”
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GRAFTON OFFICE
Colleen Kennedy, Senior Case Manager, and Donna Van Haren, Support Worker,
at OTCP’s Grafton office are running one of the most valuable programs for at-risk
young people on the mid-north coast.
‘Clear Minds’ Grafton is focused on providing practical
support for children, adolescents and families facing a
range of emotional and lifestyle challenges in a region
that has significant socio-economic disadvantage.

“Drug issues don’t help either, nor does the bullying
that’s associated with social media. There’s also the
pressure of doing well at school. It’s really hard to
study if the home environment is not conducive.

Colleen states the program draws on input from a
peer-based youth reference group. It offers a free
service with individual and group support to young
people at the age when they face important life issues,
such as senior school exams, personal confusion
and when parents/carers may have mental health
concerns.

“Sadly, there is still a high level of self-harm in this
area, and while we work closely with a range of
referral agencies, we’re often the first port of call for
kids seeking help with daily life issues.

“We believe each young person has a right to thrive, to
feel the sunshine of a clearer mind,” Colleen said
“We all know how much complex pressure is faced by
young people these days, For example, a number of
young parents come from families where both parents
worked and they have not had an opportunity to learn
parenting skills of their own. Good support can make
all the difference in their lives and their children’s”.

“We hear young people talking about going to ‘speak
with Clear Minds’ about their issues. At any one time,
we have about 60-70 family members on our books,
which for the size of this population is huge.”
Clear Minds hosts after-school sessions and individual
consultations, in or out of the office, as well as
arranging events and activities like the ‘Zombie Walk’, a
hugely successful fundraising and awareness event for
local mental health support.
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HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2016
More than 4,200 people at risk
of becoming homelessness, or
experiencing homelessness,
were supported by the Specialist
Homelessness Services (SHS) team
in 2016, exceeding projected service
requirements by 65% for the year.
These statistics are indicative of the
increase in domestic and family
violence and homelessness in
the regions OTCP services.
On the positive side, the SHS team have been
privileged to watch many of our Customers and
their families locate and maintain safe and stable
accommodation, re-start careers, undertake education
and be linked into vital support services that allow
them to make positive choices in their lives.
OTCP’s SHS team take on a dual role. First and
foremost, to provide high quality case management to
all customers that come through our doors. Secondly,
to develop and maintain relationships with local

interagency groups and take an active role in case
coordination meetings and community awareness
events to contribute to the development of progressive
initiatives that aid the disadvantaged people to reach
their potential within their community.
Our Specialist Homelessness Service provides
supported crisis and transitional housing across
the region, for individuals and families within our
customer group who need access to temporary safe
and secure housing until they can be supported to
access appropriate permanent housing.
The Specialist Homelessness Service collaborates
with a wide range of agencies, organisations,
education providers, and specialist support services
to assist customers with emergency relief (clothing,
furniture, household goods and personal items)
counselling, children’s counselling services, budget
and financial counselling. We have established
close links with many other services vital for
customers including Centrelink, Victims Services,
Safer Pathways, Legal Aid, Police, Family Law,
Police Domestic Violence Liaison Officers, Family
and Community Services (FACS) child protection,
disability, housing, mental health and drug and
alcohol services.

Homelessness
Youth Assistance
Program:
40+ youth
assisted

Women’s Domestic
& Family Violence
Service:
1374 women
children assisted

SPECIALIST
HOMELESSNESS
SERVICES
2016 STATISTICS

Aboriginal
Women’s
Domestic &
Violence Service:
860 women &
children assisted

Aboriginal Homelessness &
Prevention service:
2050 adults & familes assisted
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The Specialist Homelessness Services unit supports
many annual community events including Reclaim
the Night, Women’s Domestic and Family Violence
conferences, NAIDOC week celebrations, Close
the Gap Day, White Ribbon Day, Dirty Laundry,
Housing and Homelessness Forum.
Reclaim the Night Collective is a women’s community group that has
been active for 21 years focusing on the impact of family violence and
sexual assault on women and children. It works to creates awareness
about issues, and engages and empowers women to take action against
them. It is part of the international Reclaim the Night movement for
women’s right to be free from violence and to be safe.
Reclaim the Night, held on the last Friday in October each year, protests
against men’s sexual violence. It allows women to come together to
speak out against violence and to celebrate strength.
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MEDIA RELEASE
3 AUG 2016
Splendour tents to find new homes at Homelessness Connect Day
Two ute loads of tents donated by campers at the recent Splendour
in the Grass festival will be offered to homeless people attending
Homelessness Connect Day at The Winsome in Lismore on Thursday 4
August 2016, 11.00 am-2.00 pm.
The tents, in good condition, were left behind by festival attendees
who brought them on site but did not want to take them home
afterwards. They were collected by workers from On Track Community
Programs (OTCP) and Connecting Home, helped by community volunteers.
The tents were sorted, cleaned and repacked for passing on to those in
need of temporary shelter.
“We are so grateful to Splendour attendees who left these tents for
people they knew were in need, but would never meet,” said OTCP chief
executive Elaine De Vos.
“While the challenge of tackling homelessness obviously goes well
beyond tent accommodation, this is a small positive step to help some
local people have rudimentary shelter and not have to sleep rough,”
Ms De Vos added.
The aim of this inaugural event during Homelessness Prevention
Week is to connect people lacking secure and safe accommodation
with government and non-government services working in the field
of housing and tenancy advice, and other key life support services,
including health care and legal assistance.
Homelessness Connect is being run in partnership with OTCP, Northern
Rivers Social Development Council, North Coast Community Housing,
The Winsome & Lismore Soup Kitchen, Salvation Army, Centrelink,
Consortium of Neighbourhood Centres (CONC) and Connecting Home.
The day’s activities will include free lunch, haircuts, toiletries,
warm clothing and bedding, non-perishable food items, and live music.
“The Winsome has become a wonderful hub for people in need, and OTCP
feels privileged to be part of the support team participating in this
important event,” Ms De Vos said.
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DOMESTIC AND FAMILY
VIOLENCE SUPPORT SERVICES

WHY
WE HELP
cases of domestic and family
violence are reported to NSW
police annualy

who are homeless are
victims of domestic and
family violence

of murdered women are
killed by a family member or
partner

annual cost to the NSW
economy for domestic and
family violence

individuals and families from
Tweed to Ballina accessed
domestic and family violence
programs this year

of those identify
as Aboriginal

individuals and families
asked to NNSW SHS Alliance
to support in finding a new
home

individuals and families
asked OTCP to help them
stay home safely

WHO
WE HELP

WHAT
WE DO
including crisis
accomodation

- specialist support
- safety assessments &
- safety planning

to provide counselling,
financial and family support

HOW
WE DO IT
domestic and family violence
workers in OTCP and many more
specialist case workers within the
NNSW SHS Alliance

4 refuges, 24 medium terms
and 5 crisis properties

in Tweed, Murwillumbah, Byron
Bay, Ballina, Lismore, Casino and
Grafton and outreach to many
other localities
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ABORIGINAL
HOMELESSNESS AND
PREVENTION SERVICE
The Aboriginal Homelessness &
Prevention Service (AHPS) is delivered
by OTCP staff, four Aboriginal
specialist services and Councils,
including Helping Hands at the
Northern Rivers Community Gateway,
Boolangle Local Aboriginal Land
Council, Gurehlgam Corporation and
Jali Local Aboriginal Land Council.
The Aboriginal Alliance provide local,
grass root services in the towns of
northern NSW, and early intervention
and linking access services to rural
Aboriginal communities.

The AHPS specialises in providing leading services
in all four core areas of the SHS including rapid
rehousing, early intervention/prevention, crisis/
transitional housing responses, and intensive case
management to support people with complex needs
in a culturally safe environment and approach.
In addition to establishing the Alliance, the OTCP
team consult and work closely with a range Aboriginal
specific services to ensure that culturally appropriate
services are provided, including Aboriginal Health,
Aboriginal domestic and family violence support
groups, yarning groups, child support agencies,
Aboriginal Housing Office and other housing
providers, Aboriginal Legal Service, and tenancy
advice services.
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ABORIGINAL WOMEN’S
DOMESTIC AND FAMILY
VIOLENCE SERVICE
The Northern NSW Aboriginal Women’s Domestic and Family Violence
service is provided by OTCP, Women Up North Housing Inc, Casino
Neighbourhood Centre and the Clarence River Domestic and Family
Violence Specialist Services Inc.
As well as providing the four core SHS responses
listed above, these services specialise in working
with women and children to case manage through
crisis safety responses including refuge support and
accommodation, providing wrap around services for
identified needs, and responding holistically by linking
people in with other specialist DFV services such as
police, counselling, court advocacy services, HNSW
products, victims financial supports, family law, legal

aid and Aboriginal specific health, family support and
legal services.
The dedicated and compassionate staff either
identify as or are culturally trained, to ensure
Aboriginal women and their families are working
with experienced trauma informed, strength based
practicing staff with specific cultural awareness to
meet their support needs.
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WOMENS DOMESTIC AND
FAMILY VIOLENCE SERVICE
OTCP is the lead agent to provide
the SHS Womens Domestic
and Family Violence services in
partnership with Women Up North
Housing Inc. and the Clarence River
Domestic and Family Violence
Specialist Services Inc.

These services blanket the northern NSW and have
specialised trained staff to working with women and
children that have experienced trauma from DFV.
Workers case manage through crisis safety responses
including refuge support and accommodation,
providing wrap around services for identified needs,
and responding holistically by linking people in
with other specialist DFV services such as police,
counselling, court advocacy services, HNSW products,
victims financial supports, family law, legal aid.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
RESPONSE ENHANCEMENT
SERVICE (DVRE)
The Domestic Violence Response Enhancement (DVRE) was included as an
addition to the SHS DFV services in 2016 for a two year period.

During the implementation stage of the DVRE, it
became quickly evident how much the service was
needed, with an average of 60 after hours calls being
responded to per month.

in the middle of the night. Women who police could
not return to their home due to the threat level and
would have previously be left in waiting rooms or at
the hospital, can now utilise this service. As well as
accessing crisis accommodation out of hours, our
DVRE staff can support with care packages such as
food, items for children, clothing and sanitary items,
and provide interim emotional support and safety
planning until these women and family members
can be linked in with the day time service. The
outstanding benefit of this added service is that
women can speak to a worker face to face rather than
a handset after hours.

To illustrate the impact of this initiative - women
who previously would have remained at home with
the perpetrator after an assault because they had
nowhere to go, now have somewhere safe to go even

This program links closely with other after hours
support, such as the police and hospitals, to ensure
women and children escaping domestic and family
violence are safe.

The DVRE program was introduced when it was
identified DFV services needed to be strengthened to
ensure that women in refuges, and women needing to
flee domestic violence during the night or weekend,
had crisis support, accommodation and material
goods. This additional service also now gives the SHS
caseworkers the opportunity to follow up with high
threat clients during the weekends.
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Finding safe
homes for people
at risk is not a
socio-economic
phenomenon

DEB MADDOX INSPIRED BY THE
STRENGTH OF
SURVIVORS
Domestic and family violence (DFV)
knows no boundaries. The major
impact is a demand for safe housing,
according to OTCP’s SHS Program
Coordinator Deborah Maddox. Deb is
experienced in supporting female and
male adults, adolescents and young
children at risk.
“Significantly, this is not a socio-economic
phenomenon – DFV can be initiated by, and
impacts upon, people from all walks of life including
professionals who supposedly wouldn’t engage in
“that kind of behaviour’,” Deb said.
It also affects people of all sexualities, religious
denominations, the elderly, and people with
disabilities.

“An oppressive and violent home environment is
known to have traumatic and often long-term health
impacts on kids who witness the abuse. One aspect
can even involve the abuser mistreating the family’s
pets as a way to inflict psychological pain on their
targets.
“We know from those who contact the Northern NSW
SHS Alliance that there are no real predictors of DFV.
Often a person won’t be aware of a partner’s previous
history until it’s too late.”
Central to providing safety for people at risk is
secure accommodation, a basic human right that
society takes for granted, but all too often lost by
those forced to flee from their home out of fear for
their physical and mental wellbeing and that of their
children. Recent times have seen welcome legal
steps underway to make the perpetrator move out of
the family home, allowing the DFV victims to remain
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Finding emergency and longer-term accommodation
is vital, and becoming more and more challenging
as numbers of reported DFV cases continue to rise
exponentially each year.
OTCP’s and NNSW SHS Alliance partners provide
practical help and support to a wide variety of
customers in need and this diversity is reflected in the
feedback from customers who have been helped to
re-start their lives
Another appreciative customer penned this message
of thanks for OTCP’s assistance:
“Dealing with Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome, injury
recovery and not having a restful place has taken its

toll… It’s really wonderful to know that there is such a
support for people experiencing similar situations.
“I really look forward to protecting myself in the future
from this very manipulative, distorted man… masses of
love - Ms B.”
A heartfelt message, accompanied by her beautiful
painting of a flower, came from Ms H to Alliance
member Women Up North: “My heart begins to wake
again, with every day the fog clears and the colours of
life become strong.
“Thank you for all your kindness and strength. I could
not have done this without your help.”

The 4th of September 2011 turned my life upside down. I remember the date as
clearly because it was Father’s day. And that day the ‘father’ we celebrated, my
husband, in his drunkenness hit my head so hard that I fell on the asphalt.
Police collected me and my daughter, took me to hospital where my forehead
was stitched up. We became homeless that night. I realised that I had suffered
verbal abuse for too many years and that my alcoholic husband wouldn’t change.
I didn’t want to go back.
When I met the amazing Debbie M. in October 2015, I had a medical condition that
made it impossible to live in the van that had become my home. For the past two
years I had refused welfare, doing my best to survive on my own working for food
and shelter. I had lost all my self-esteem and thought I didn’t deserved any
better. I didn’t know who to turn to.
Thanks to the counsellors at the Byron Community Centre I was recommended
to the OTCP and it turned my life around! I got help with petrol and food, and
Debbie from the OTCP found me a beautifully furnished unit and hope. The most
important was the warmth and the encouragement I received. I had never met
anyone with such generosity and dedication before and vowed I’d strive to pull
myself back up and that I would one day be able to give back.
Just three month after recovering from my illness thanks to having a safe place
and all my basic needs covered, I found a job again.
Today, I finally found full time work that I enjoy. I am so happy to be
independent again, feeling happy and free. Thank you OTCP for everything that
you do.

Customer thank you letter
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HOUSING

OTCP
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OTCP’s Community Housing Service provides
support to individuals, couples and families across
the north and mid-north coast regions who are
eligible to apply for social housing. Potential
customers are assisted to navigate Housing NSW’s
eligibility and application processes.
For customers assessed as requiring support to
maintain their tenancy, OTCP Housing Service
tenancy officers work closely with support workers
from within OTCP’s range of homelessness, mental
health programs and disability services. We also
work with support workers from other government
and community-based organisations, to ensure
those people who are eligible for social housing
have the support structure in place to sustain their
tenancy.
OTCP Community Housing partners with OTCP
Homelessness services in delivering supported
transitional and crisis accommodation for
Aboriginal people and women and children
experiencing domestic and family violence. The
two teams have implemented transparent and
seamless processes to ensure tenancies are as
sustainable and successful as possible.
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TENANTS LENGTH OF STAY

40%

10%

17%

33%

0-1 YRS

1-2 YRS

2-5 YRS

5-10 YRS

TENANTS BY AGE GROUP
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0 - 15

16 - 17

18 - 24

25 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 - 74

75+

TENANTS BY GENDER

46%

54%

FEMALE

MALE
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HIGHLIGHTS
In 2016 the OTCP Community Housing team successfully assisted in
excess of 200 customers to settle into a community housing property.
Some of the team’s success stories include:

SUCCESS STORIES
TWEED HEADS

Joseph

Sylvia

Joseph was a single Aboriginal man suffering from
mental health issues and homelessness after his
recent family breakdown. He engaged with OTCP
to work through a number of barriers to securing
a rental property. Joseph had no rental history
and needed to live in a particular location so that
he could be close to his children. Working in
collaboration with Aboriginal and substance abuse
services, OTCP’s Community Housing and SHS
team was able to place him in transitional housing.
Joseph really connected himself with the small
community living at the property, looking after
the other tenants and had a positive impact on
everyone that lived there, so much so that Joseph
was offered long-term accommodation and the
position of lead tenant/care taker. Joseph has really
helped OTCP to provide housing and support to
our customers.

Sylvia was a single woman escaping domestic
violence with one child. She required rapid
housing assistance and was at risk of having her
child removed from her care if she could not find
suitable accommodation quickly. Syliva was born
overseas and was struggling to find assistance
because of her cultural background. Sylvia had
no income as she had not yet been assessed
by Centrelink to receive benefits, so was not in
a position to pay the rental bond or furnish a
home. The OTCP support team placed Sylvia
and her child into one of our refuges and then
once her Centrelink assessment was final, Sylvia
was successful in gaining an OTCP transitional
property. This was a positive outcome all round,
with Sylvia no longer at risk of losing her child and
gaining weekend access to her older child who
resides with the father.

Jennifer
Jennifer was a single woman living out of her car
after being evicted from a private rental. She was
advised the estimated time on the social housing
wait list was over 10 years, primarily due to the
location she wanted to live in. The OTCP team
set to work and, in collaboration with the OTCP
homelessness services team, Jennifer was placed
in transitional tenancy and within weeks Jennifer
moved into (an OTCP?) affordable housing unit.
Not only were we in a position to assist her in
securing stable accommodation, Jennifer is now
focused on getting her life on track starting with
successfully securing a part-time lecturing position.
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CASINO / LISMORE

John
stable accommodation. Health NSW, OTCP and
John together developed a Transition Plan that
ensured he was able to live successfully in the
community. A formal group review every three
months was included so that John could gauge his
progress against the plan and, where necessary,
update his goals. Since engaging with OTCP
John’s self-confidence, challenging behaviours and
lifestyle have improved dramatically. As of the end
of 2016 John travelled to Sydney to have a holiday
and reconnect with his sister, and has now decided
to live in Sydney to be close to family.

John presented to OTCP with a range of health and
behavior issues, among them non-compliance with
medication, destruction of housing and community
property, personal harm and other high risk
behaviours of concern. Based on his history, other
local service providers declined to provide support.
OTCP’s Aboriginal Housing and Support Initiative
team Lismore worked collaboratively with the
Community Housing team and Community Mental
Health Lismore to support John to stabilise and
maintain his medication, provide him with the tools
to self-manage his behavior and finally to secure

01
Has lived independently in
OTCP Housing for 2 years and
6 months

02
Has a family carer

07
Travelled to Sydney
to have a holiday and
reconnect with his sister

JOHN IN
2016

03
Engages positively with
all service providere

06
Established a family
carer as part of his
support network

04
Participates in groups,

05

Art, Music and Fishing

Has rebuilt family and
community connections
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TRANSITIONAL TENANCIES LEADING
TO PERMANENT OUTCOMES
We have recently had three OTCP Transitional
Tenancy customers in Casino that successfully
progressed from a temporary transitional tenancy
to a permanently allocated home through OTCP.
After being homeless and waiting on the Health
NSW waitlist for an extended period, they were
able to gain a transitional tenancy with the support
of the Boolangle Land Council and the Casino
Neighbourhood Centre Aboriginal Women’s
Homelessness service. These three customers

maintained a very successful transitional tenancy
and it was an excellent outcome for them to be
allocated a property on a more permanent basis
through OTCP. The collaborative aspects of this
transition into more permanent housing is a great
example of accessing local contacts to support and
advise OTCP when working with customers from
the Casino area. We wish them well in their new
homes.to live in Sydney to be close to family.

LISMORE COMMUNITY HOUSING PILOT
– THE PERSONAL TOUCH
OTCP is acknowledged for its successful track record
in the development of quality accommodation for
a broad cross-section of tenants. The expertise and
experience of our property development team draws
on best-practice models for specialist accommodation
designed to meet the identified needs of individual
residents, as well as the importance of long-term
property development sustainability.
Research arising from the introduction of the NDIS,
has identified a significant proportion of people living
with a disability do not want to share their home with
other participants, or if this is not possible, they only
want to share their living space with a small group of
like-minded individuals. This mindset is similar for
the majority of Australians in relation to their living
arrangements and the way it put into practice in the
broader community.
The key consideration for Australians with a disability,
supported by their families and carers, is for safe and
secure accommodation that provides support for
their abilities and needs, while maximising choice and
control over their lives. Customers may have complex
needs, challenging behaviours and specialist medical
requirements, or simply need access to general
disability accommodation.
OTCP’s specialist accommodation housing in Lismore
enables participants to live independently whilst
ensuring a safe environment and access to on-site
support. This cohabitation accommodation model
and on-site support mitigates risks associated with
challenging behaviours that inhibit the customers’
ability to effectively self-manage these, as well as
affecting perceptions of self-value and their actual

quality of life. It also facilitates a transition to either
increased independence as living skills are developed,
or as needed, access to increased support without the
need to relocate.
This highly successful Community Housing initiative
has been designed to create a micro-community
in proximity and easy access to the wider Lismore
community, including a large shopping centre,
Lismore Base Hospital, health and early intervention
services, the city’s developing Cultural Hub, cafes,
TAFE, Adult & Community Education and Southern
Cross University.
The facility was developed to suit the visual
environment of the residential setting, ensuring
community acceptance and increasing the prospect
for participants to be more fully engaged in social and
economic opportunities.
Ballina Road provides housing for ten (10) customers.
Two (2) of whom need full in-house, 24/7 support and
reside in a 2-bedroom unit. The other eight residents
have self-contained studios with access to on-site
support.
The self-contained modular design optimises our
customers’ independence, within the context of
on-site support and visiting support by a behaviours
specialist and allied health services. The use of
technology, including movement sensors and smart
watches, contributes to greater independence for
tenants, while maintaining a less invasive monitoring
for our more complex needs customers.
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Casino Neighbourhood Centre (CNC) is a community
hub – a place where people come for advice,
information and support to become more involved in
our community.
We are locals who understand the Casino community,
collectively and individually, and we all care about
Casino. We know we are the best people to deliver
services here.
We provide targeted information, referrals, coordination,
support and practical assistance to individuals and
families facing specific challenges. We create social
inclusion through a wide range of community support
groups, workshops and other vital services.
The range of our services is broad, and includes tax
help for those on low incomes, homelessness and
housing assistance, financial counseling, early
intervention, family services through Brighter Futures,
disability support and respite services through our
Abilities and Wellbeing Service.
We are led by the needs of people in the Casino
community, and have developed great listening skills to
do so, using feedback, promotions and surveys to inform
our decisions.
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We also host the following outreach services
from our Canterbury Street premises:

›

Social Futures Connecting Home, Ability Links
and Mijung Jarjums Kids in Mind programs

›

Northern Rivers Community Legal Service

›

Lismore and District Financial Counselling

›

Mission Australia Carer’s Support Group

›

EPIC Employment

›

Interrelate

›

Women Up North

›

Family Referral Service
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2018
2016

NDIS

Merger with 3SA

2015
Move to
Canterbury Street

2010
Casino Community
Gardens

2009
Aboriginal Social

2007

Support Service

Brighter futures at
Hickeys

2006
Links Program

2002
ATSI Access Service

2001
Family Dissability
Support Service;
Vacation Care

2000
Community
Development

1996

Project

REAL; Day
Service Activities

1995
Youth Early
Intervention
Service

1994
Respite Care
Service

1992
Young Women’s
Accomodation
Service

1988
CNC becomes an
incorporated body;
GM appointed;
Emergency Relief;
Medical Transport
Service

1984
Established at

1981

Walker Street

CNC Commences a
Volunteer Service
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CNC
SERVICES
LESLEY
GOLDSWORTHY:
PUTTING CASINO
COMMUNITY FIRST
Casino Neighbourhood
Centre’s General Manager
Lesley Goldsworthy worked in
government disability services
for 27 years, in the Hunter-New
England and far north coast areas.
“ I was asked to work in Casino for a few weeks last
year, and I enjoyed it so much I wanted to stay”
Lesley said, who was appointed as the General
Manager earlier this year.
No stranger to coordinating support services in
rural/regional areas, she now manages the diverse
activities provided by CNC, as well as working
on local transition arrangements for the National
Disability Insurance Scheme, due to commence
here from 1 July 2017.
“A number of people we support have already had
their NDIS Plan completed in readiness for the 1
July. CNC is a leader in supporting people in this
way” says Lesley.

From the moment people
meet our ‘front of house’
staff, Narelle, Lilli and
Lisa, they know this is a
welcoming environment

“We have such a wide range of services and
activities; mums and bubs groups, support groups
for carers, Autism Support Group, youth groups and
activities, housing advice and more. The passion
and commitment of the staff at CNC is outstanding
– CNC really is a dynamic and innovative place to
work” Lesley said.
“CNC’s Canterbury Street Hub provides space for
counselling, employment and financial advice, welfare
information and tax advice. It’s a real community
focus. It is being so well used, which is terrific.”

Lesley is immensely proud of the role Casino
Neighbourhood Centre plays in the resilience of
the rural town’s community.

“From the moment people meet our ‘front of
house’ staff, Narelle, Lilli and Lisa, they know this
is a welcoming environment. I love seeing the
enjoyment and the value that local people get
from coming here. Liili, Narelle and Lisa are kind,
compassionate staff who will always go the extra
mile for the community of Casino.

“The key asset, of course, is our people, both
Casino residents, who are so loyal to the area, and
the wonderful CNC staff who really do put the
community first.

“As the motto goes, our doors are open. CNC is a
one-stop shop where anyone can come for advice,
support, information or ways of becoming involved
with the local community.”
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EMERGENCY
RELIEF
2016 was an extremely busy year for emergency
relief, assistance and referrals, receiving in excess
of 6,000 requests for support. Energy Account
Vouchers (EPA) for electricity and Telstra home
vouchers continued to be distributed to those in
need. As general living costs rise, EPA vouchers are
a great way for those in need to be able to free up
funds to pay for other bills, personal care and food.
Our biggest challenge is to provide all the
required support to people visiting our Centre.
Demand far outweighs supply in Casino. Where
possible, we refer people onto other services in
Casino that provide food, or food vouchers or
accommodation. Link2Home provides temporary
emergency accommodation in some cases and
CNC is registered with Share the Dignity, who
donate personal hygiene products and care packs
for distribution to those in need.

Our Work Development Case Manager assists
eligible people with a state debt to access a NSW
government program that helps them to reduce
their debt through unpaid work with an approved
organisation, or by attending certain courses
(TAFE parenting programs, counselling, mental
health treatments or volunteering programs). This
invaluable service can assist people to clear up to
$1000 a month off their debt.
In the past 12 months CNC has extended their
service to include public use computers which are
readily available for those needing to do online
applications and do their online banking. This
simple addition to the Canterbury Office has
proven to be a great success, making it quicker for
the support staff to assist customers with services
such paying their electricity bill or completing their
housing applications

SPECIALIST
HOMELESSNESS
SERVICE
The Aboriginal Women’s Domestic & Family
Violence Service (DFV) team work with and
within Aboriginal communities, to support
Aboriginal women and families who are at risk of
homelessness, or are homelessness as a result of
domestic or family violence. This service is a part
of the Northern NSW SHS Alliance, with OTCP as
the lead agent.
The SHS team provide one on one support,
accessing a suite of services that assist Aboriginal

women and families to stay safely at home and
maintain their tenancies, or support to find
crisis, short and long-term safe accommodation.
Our wrap-around services approach includes:
focused specialist DFV case management, case
coordination, financial assistance, supported
transitional accommodation, and referrals to
other agencies for identified needs. A strong
consideration for cultural issues, needs and
appropriate sensitivities has resulted in an increase
in Aboriginal women accessing the service.
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the Brighter Futures
program focusses
on improving
community supports

CHILDREN
AND FAMILIES
BRIGHTER FUTURES

The Brighter Futures Program is an initiative of the NSW Department of
Family and Community Services. It is funded to work with 45 customers,
including 21 Aboriginal families and one culturally and linguistically
diverse (CALD) family. The Brighter Futures team provides support to
families experiencing vulnerabilities that if not addressed, are likely to
worsen, and impact on their capacity to parent adequately or on the
wellbeing of their children.
THE PROGRAMS GOAL IS TO ACHIEVE FOUR MAIN OUTCOMES FOR PARTICIPATING FAMILIES:

›

Promotion of healthy development in children

›

Promotion of strong, functional and well supported families

›

Reduction and prevention of child abuse and neglect in participating families

›

To improve the emotional, social, health and educational development of young people

Coupled with individualised support programs, the Brighter Futures program focusses on improving
community supports. Last year Casino Neighbourhood Centre partnered with Bulgarr Ngarru (Casino
Aboriginal Medical Service) to open up the Goori Jarjums Playgroup, commenced facilitation of a weekly
Playgroup at Jumbunna Early Intervention and a Parent Group and Mums n Bubs group at the Casino
Neighbourhood Centre.
In collaboration with the Abilities and Wellbeing team, Brighter Futures ran the Autism Support Group on the
third Wednesday of every month. The group provided much needed support for families who have a child/
children on the Autism spectrum or with a disability. The team continues to roll out the Stepping Stones
Triple P Program, which provides parenting support for families who have a child/children with a disability.
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Brighter Futures: The ‘eyes and ears’ of at-risk kids
Practice Leader Deb Felton and her small team have no illusions about the difficulty of their work, nor of its
crucial importance to many local children.
The Brighter Futures program run out of Casino Neighbourhood Centre, delivers targeted early
intervention services to families with children at high risk of entering or escalating within the statutory
child protection system.
“The program services families with children aged under 9 years, or those expecting a child, by providing
intervention and support that will achieve long-term benefits for children,” explains Deb who holds tertiary
qualifications in nursing, law and communications.

To be eligible for the program families must have at least one of the
identified vulnerabilities that are known to impact adversely on their
capacity to parent and/or the child’s safety and wellbeing:
›

Domestic violence

›

Drug or alcohol misuses

›

Parental mental health issues

›

Lack of parenting skills or inadequate supervision

›

Parent(s) with significant learning difficulties or intellectual disability

The range of tailored services the team can provide includes case management, casework focused
on parent vulnerabilities, structured home visiting, quality children’s services, parenting programs and
brokerage funds. Referrals are made to Brighter Futures in a number of ways; self-referral, referral from
another service or referral from FACS.
The team covers the Casino-Kyogle area, as well as hinterland communities such as Tabulam and Urbenville.
A significant role for the Brighter Futures team, is helping women and children escape domestic violence
situations. While they work with other agencies including police, it is a potentially dangerous task for staff
members as well as the affected women.
The focus Deb stresses, is always on the wellbeing of the children. The team is all too aware of the longterm impact on children of witnessing domestic violence and abuse, with the effects of early childhood
trauma likely to create significant psychological problems in adolescence and adulthood.
The team’s caseload is around 45 families at any one time, but many more children are considered to be
at-risk.
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CASINO YOUTH
SERVICES
THE YOUTH SERVICES TEAM RUN A RANGE OF PROGRAMS
FOR THE LOCAL INCLUDING:

Homework Help

Youth Speak

A weekly after-school program that supports young
people to prioritise and complete their homework/
assignments.such paying their electricity bill or
completing their housing applications.

A weekly forum-style after-school program where
young people select a topic of interest, a problem
they need help/ advice with, or something they
want to know about, and discussion is had around
that topic.

Natural Highs
Healthy alternatives to alcohol and other drugs
(AOD) – a weekly program that explores the
physiology of humans and what physiological
changes occur when we consume AOD Natural
Highs also investigates ways we can recreate the
euphoria we experience when under the influence
of AOD whether through the consumption of
natural and healthy substances (some foods, herbs
etc) or by engaging in activities (eg meditation,
exercise) that trigger the body’s release of certain
‘feel-good’ neurotransmitters such as endorphins,
serotonin and adrenalin.

SoBIG Mixed Martial Arts (MMA)
Healthy alternatives to alcohol and other drugs
(AOD) – a weekly program that explores the
physiology of humans and what physiological
changes occur when we consume AOD Natural
Highs also investigates ways we can recreate the
euphoria we experience when under the influence
of AOD whether through the consumption of
natural and healthy substances (some foods, herbs
etc) or by engaging in activities (eg meditation,
exercise) that trigger the body’s release of certain
‘feel-good’ neurotransmitters such as endorphins,
serotonin and adrenalin.

The Green Room
A new counselling room for Linda Lee,
affectionately known as “Linda’s green room” has
enabled her to delve further into psychotherapy
with her customers. With a purpose-built space for
counselling, she has the capacity to offer a wider
variety of modes of practice with all the tools she
needs easily accessible.

The Hub
This time, one year ago, the CYS team were
busying ourselves with the concept, design and
planning of a multi-purpose space at CNC for
which we received a grant from ETC’s Community
Support Fund. In September we held the official
launch of ‘The Hub’, a beautifully appointed space
dedicated to Casino’s young people. The Hub is to
be primarily used as an after school drop-in facility
and venue for CYS’ group work and other activities.
However, CNC actively encourages other service
providers to utilise the space too.
Since September, the Hub has hosted training
courses, community forums, supervised
visitations, play groups, holiday activities among
other wonderful goodies. We love seeing the
wider community at large feel at home at the
Neighbourhood Centre and to this end we are
going from strength to strength.
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about what’s being planned, with special adult groups
being held as required. Not all parents feel comfortable
about discussing these issues with their children in an
open way,” Annika said.
Organised recreational activities provide the young
Casino residents with opportunities not easily accessed
locally. For example, Casino no longer has a cinema
and catching public transport to Lismore and back,
plus the cost of a movie ticket, is unaffordable for many
teenagers. Casino Youth Service arranges bargain priced
movie trips, including transport and a meal, as well
as outings to beaches, paddle boarding, the Infinity
attraction on the Gold Coast and more.
On a trip to Lismore for a ‘city break’ that included a café
stop and a tour of the laneway wall-art project, Annika
introduced program participants Hope and Hannah both
16, and 14-year old Mahaylia.

Youth and Community
Development: Helping strengthen
youth resilience

Speaking about the variety of activities they have done
over the past year and others they look forward to, the
trio thinks the Service is the best thing going when it
comes to after-school hours in their town.

Casino Neighbourhood Centre’s Youth and Community
Development Coordinator Annika Olsson is helping
strengthen the town’s long-term resilience by overseeing
personal wellbeing and recreational activities for high
school-age students - more than 300 in the past year.

“Frankly, there’s not a lot happening in Casino for most
young people, and it’s not only great to have good social
activities, but the personal skills program is really useful
too,” Hannah said.

In keeping with an area that has a high Indigenous
population, up to 45 per cent of program participants are
of Aboriginal background.

Hope, who was recommended to the program by a
friend, clearly values the support of Annika and her team,
and at a crucial time in her life feels she has received
great benefit from being involved.

The Casino Youth Service program is open to young
people aged from 12 to 18 years, with groups of up to ten
participants. Activities are held after and outside school,
and on weekends and in school holidays.
“A major focus are the mainstream, personal skillsbased programs, such as “Lovebites”, delivered at year
9 level, looking at healthy relationships, and the annual
conference for older teens organised by the PASH (North
Coast Positive Adolescent Sexual Health Consortium)
network,” Annika explains.

“It’s really good fun, and contributes to better health
outcomes, including mental health, for everyone who
gets involved. I love it, and am going to continue as
much as I can, even though HSC year places a lot of
extra demands on your time,” Hope said.

“We arrange homework help and the ‘natural highs’
program that focuses on alcohol and drug education.
There’s also assisted participation in personal
development activities such as martial arts.
The service coordinates a popular year-long girls’
empowerment program, with a 1.5 hour meeting
each week.
“The aim is to introduce often-challenging concepts
such as ‘I’m in charge of my own body and no one can
touch it without permission’. We keep parents informed
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COMMUNITY
BUILDERS

In addition, the Casino Community Garden benefits from
the efforts of participants in the government’s ‘work
for the dole’ program. Together, these teams of locals
have transformed the space, which now features large
compost bins, seed beds, pathways and a great array of
edible plants.

COMMUNITY GARDEN

The garden’s bounty is donated to the Lend-A-Hand Food
Cupboard, the Chill Café Youth Training Centre, the CNC
Emergency Relief service and other welfare services.

CNC, in partnership with the Casino Angels, hosted a
community dinner “Grow Together, Eat Together”.We
served a three course meal to 79 community members
against the backdrop of the community garden at dusk.
Students from Casino High School volunteered their
time to help and the night was overall very successful.
This event reinvigorated community interest in the
garden and, using the dinner as a starting point, we are
now considering ways in which we can link in some
of the other suggestions put forth by the Australian
Neighbourhood Houses and Centres Association
(ANHCA). The Casino Angels hold a weekly community
dinner at the Casino Community Gardens

CASINO COMMUNITY GARDEN:
DIGGING THE GREAT OUTDOORS

“Our garden volunteers really enjoy getting outdoors in
such a lovely environment, helping to plan and maintain
the plantings,” Jackie proudly said.
“They also derive great satisfaction from knowing that
the vegies and fruit are going directly to people who
need it. So it’s a really positive experience all round.”
We are preparing for new building works at the Casino
Community Gardens site. The project will be delivered
as an approved Work for the Dole activity and will be
formally supervised by Novaskill. The project will run
2 days a week over 26 weeks, and will enable all the
Work for the Dole participants to gain a Cert II or-III in
Construction. The main structure will be built in a 40 foot
shipping container which will house a composting toilet,
solar gravity-fed shower and enough storage to eliminate
the small domestic shed that is currently on site.

Casino Community Garden at Queen Elizabeth Park,
South Casino is a productive oasis on the edge of town,
its planter beds overflowing with produce - basil, parsley,
pumpkins, chillis, radishes, eggplant, fruit trees and more.
From humble beginnings in 2010, the project is auspiced
by the Casino Neighbourhood Centre and run by local
volunteers. The garden project started as a partnership
with the Richmond Valley Council, Casino Farmer’s
Market, TAFE and a number of other local community
services that secured one-off funding from the NSW
Conservation Trust.
Volunteers Coordinator Jackie Roberts, who also works
in CNC’s finance area, describes herself as “only a little
bit green-fingered” and said she has learned a lot from
watching the work of the keen gardeners who have
made the garden so productive.
As gardening is an endless job, the project is open seven
days a week for volunteers and others to make their mark.
Customers of CNC’s Abilities and Well-Being program
are the main volunteers. Youth volunteer workers, mostly
on TAFE courses, also come to the garden for work
experience, supervised by CNC’s Youth and Community
Development Coordinator, Annika Olsson.

COORDINATED SERVICES
Tax Help, a free tax help service provide to people
on a low income and run by an Australian Taxation
Office trained community volunteer, is available from
our Canterbury St premises in July and August each
year. Our reception staff member Narelle Anderson is
trained to provide this support.
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WELLBEING
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The focus of the Abilities and Wellbeing branch (AWB)
of Casino Neighbourhood Centre is to promote an
individual’s abilities and to promote health and wellbeing
in our community.
We provide a range of supports that promote and
celebrate an individual’s ability, good health, mental
health recovery and wellbeing. Taking a person-centred
approach, the AWB team support customers to develop
independent living skills; establish links to community,
recreation and social support services and, where
relevant, refer them on to specialist family support
providers. The team can also assist customers with
securing accommodation and respite, Aboriginal specific
supports, pathways to work or learning and mental
health recovery.
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FAMILY DISABILITY
SUPPORT SERVICE:
THIS IS A REALLY UNIQUE PROGRAM IN NSW

Having worked for the past 15 years in the community service field,
Support Planner Colleen Hicking is well qualified to describe the Family
Disability Support Service (FDSS) operated by Casino Neighborhood
Centre as a “really unique program in NSW”.
The FDSS groups are comprise of young people with a disability who meet for several hours after and
outside school, up to three times a week. Participants are children with disabilities as well as their siblings.
Saturday outings are organised and there’s a gala end-of-year Christmas party in Coffs Harbour, with
transport provided
Weekday activities include shopping (living skills focused), bowling and park visits, with a convivial afternoon
tea always on the agenda. There’s plenty of time for friendly, relaxed and frank conversation.
Colleen said around 25 families were engaged with the program, , with an innovative program of separate
‘dads’ and ‘mums groups’ also held at suitable times for parents of children with disabilities. Activities
included dinners and bowling excursions.
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LINKS MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT
Rangi Tutaki is the Team Leader for the LINKS program
that helps people referred by Community Health to
reconnect with the community, whether through
small-group social activities, or by helping them to
connect with organisations such as TAFE that may
assist with developing wider links.
Around 15 local people have usually been involved in
the 6-week program, some independent others with
families. Experiencing mental health concerns, they
are at risk of greater isolation if not assisted to socialise
in an atmosphere of encouragement and support.
An experienced respite carer, Colleen also runs
CC’s respite program, working with up to 60
families in the Richmond Valley in conjunction with
the area’s Local Respite Coordinators Group.
A priority is to ensure that families are properly
aware of and are able to access the full range of
support services, especially in regard to issues
affecting children with disabilities.
“We work with families to develop a year-long plan
that takes into account the needs of the children
and the well-being of the family members who are
caring for them on a 24/7 basis, often involving
higher needs care,” Rangi said.
“Having proper planning reduces families’
uncertainty and improves the prospects of a good
respite outcome.”

ABILITIES AND WELLBEING CENTRE
Team Leader Jess Arthur (pictured above)
has entered her seventh year with Casino
Neighborhood Centre, and is quick to say she
“still loves it”.
She explains, “There are so many things that
some might not find challenging, but the
people we support do. Then they’ll reach a goal,
develop their potential by having someone to
lean on for a while, and next they’ve got it!
“I can honestly say that I get as much out of this
as they do… it’s a really nice community here.”
Jess is based at CNC’s Abilities and Well-Being
Centre at 38 Johnston Street, Casino, a large,
former private residence with outdoor sitting
space and a swimming pool where games and
water safety form a part of the AWB programs.
“Although many of the people we support are
here in the longer term, some who do leave will
drop back from time to time to say hello to staff.
There’s no doubt they do feel an affection for
the place,” Jess said.
According to Jess, there has been a notable
increase in demand over the past year signaling a new era in which maximising the
value of disability support packages is being
increasingly discussed.

RESPITE
Wayne Armfield is the Team Leader for the
respite program, working with up to 60 families
in the Richmond Valley in conjunction with the
area’s Local Respite Coordination Group.

“There’s no doubt we’re being more proactive
now, working more closely with customers and
their families and carers to provide them with
wider choice options, more closely tailored to
their needs.
“It’s an exciting time, and while there are
many challenges, I’m confident that the future
is bright.”
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DAY PROGRAM
GREATER NDIS ALIGNMENT CAN ONLY BE POSITIVE

Support Planner (NDIS) Danielle Bright said an average of 25 men and
women are engaged in Casino Neighbourhood Centre’s Ability and WellBeing day programs, offering a mix of life skills, educational and physical
activities.
“We maintain close contact with local high schools
to ensure that young people and their families and
carers know what post-school options are available
for people with disabilities or with mental health
concerns,” Danielle adds.

The extensive five-day-a-week schedule offers
group activities as well as individual choices (see
profiles of Bayley BK and Hannah), with most
customers opting to attend for 3-4 days. The mix
of activities changes each season, with customers
being encouraged to choose their own goals and
match activities to these goals.

“More participant choices and greater individual
choices have already deliveried better outcomes
for our customers, and of course greater staff
satisfaction.
The program operates in Casino and its surrounds,
with transport being offered to customers in more
distant locations such as Urbanville.
Our customers have a range of disabilities, physical
and/or cognitive, and a number are wheelchairbound. Many live with their families, often with
significantly older parents, which raises the crucial
need of planning future residential options.

“For example, they might decide to get fitter, which
would involve physical activities and healthy food
preparation and eating,” Danielle explained.
“Or they may have the goal of living more
independently, or getting a driver’s licence or a job.
Developing daily living skills is an important aspect,
for example doing things that other people might
take for granted, like how to use an ATM.
“Educational interest is also encouraged, as this
can be key in a transition to work pathway. Staff
will often accompany a customer to TAFE to check
out courses that might appeal. Personal control of
activities is the key,” she stressed.

The program is aligning
with the requirements of the
NDIS, especially in relation
to fostering sustainable life
skills. This orientation can
only be positive.
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Matty has now
produced tens
of thousands of
images

NDIS
READINESS
Danielle Bright and Colleen Hickling are Support Planner with CNC.
They are supporting current customers to develop a pre-NDIS plan in
readiness for their meeting with an NDIA planner. Danielle and Colleen
have already supported a number of people during their meeting with
the NDIA. We are all looking forward to the roll out of the NDIS on 1
July 2017. The NDIS will provide choice and control to people to assist
them to live life to their potential.
MATTHEW: FOCUSING ON
TRUCKS AND TRAINS
Matthew’s wheelchair is highly maneuverable and there’s no doubt he’s a skilled driver, but to be honest it
does have limited ‘grunt’. Perhaps that’s why ‘Matty’ has developed such a fascination for some of the most
powerful transport machinery on the planet - US ‘monster’ trucks that put on awesome public displays,
transporters like Kenworths and Macks that roar along our highways, and trains of various kinds.
Not only does Matty spot them but he snaps them as well, taking high quality photographs with his Canon
digital and processing the results on his computer.
Honing his skills through a course at Lismore’s Camera House, Matty has now produced tens of thousands
of images, sharing them with his regular carer, CNC’s Peter Wallis, who describes both Matty’s documenting
of high-powered machinery and the other results of his work as “truly remarkable”.
Matty spends three days a week at CNC on tailored AWB programs, with a half-day period on Saturdays
to enable carer respite. He also produces scrapbooks - no prizes for guessing the topics. He is currently
working on a calendar of his truck photos and is hoping to do a photographic book.
He also has another photographic passion, focusing on monsters of a different scale - insects, including
scary spiders, of which there is no shortage on the North Coast
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he loves the
companionship
and in-house
activities
BAYLEY AT BEN THE BUTCHER’S
A participant in Casino Neighborhood Centre’s
Abilities and Well-Being Programs, 18-year-old
Bayley - BK (as he’s known) was itching to get out
of CNC’s Johnston Street building.
Not that he doesn’t like it there - on the contrary,
he loves the companionship and in-house
activities, likes the other customers and enjoys
interacting with the friendly staff.
But it was a local butcher’s shop - Richmond Valley
Meats to be precise - that was uppermost in his
mind. About to start a three-month volunteer
work experience placement, BK visited the shop.
Donning a butcher’s apron and happily posing for
photos with Mitchell Morgan (boss Ben was away
for the day) Bayley was in his element, out in a ‘real
world’ setting about to learn some useful skills.
A chirpy soul, he chattered away and listened to
details about what his work sessions would entail.

workplace training and experience to customers of
CNC’s Abilities and Wellbeing Programs.
As well as engaging in volunteering and work
experience customers can participate in a planned
weekly schedule that ranges from learning
independent living skills through to computers and
multimedia. It includes swimming pool safety and
games, bicycle riding and maintenance, dancing
and physical movement, shopping, fundraising and
library use.
The range of group social outings includes
bowling, visits to local attractions like Macadamia
Castle, Nimbin Museum and the candle factory,
and BBQ trips to natural highlights such as Rocky
Creek and Toonumbah dams.
Participants range from Bayley’s age up to 65,
although most are in the younger age bracket.

The shop is one of the local businesses, another
being Coles, committed to helping provide
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HANNAH’S PRE-SCHOOL HOPES

SANDRA MURRAY: “THE BEST JOB
IN THE WORLD”

The pre-schoolers mill around her, waving their
drawings and other artworks, as Hannah, in her
early 20s, arrived at Casino’s Rainbow Station Early
Education Centre for her volunteer placement.
She loves going there, according to accompanying
CNC Support Worker Linda Foster, and is dreaming
of a career in childcare. Currentl, Hannah is
assisting staff for up to five hours one day a week,
as part of her broader Abilities and Well-Being
Program.

Key Support Worker Sandra Murray drives to
Casino Neighbourhood Centre from distant
Bonalbo to help coordinate CNC’s Abilities and
Well-Being Programs. Then at the end of each
challenging day, returns home.
“I wouldn’t travel 55 minutes each way if I didn’t
love this. “In fact, I regard it as the best job in the
world. Sure there are difficulties at times - but
show me a job where there aren’t“ Sandra said.

There is nothing more ‘real world’ than a room
filled with noisy pre-schoolers, and the joy on
Hannah’s face shows how much pleasure and
benefit she gets from it.

“The satisfaction is that I can help make our
customers’ day brighter, to have a joke with them,
see their faces light up. That’s a big reward in
itself.”

The choice of this placement was hers, as
is the case for other AWB customers doing
voluntary work experience in supportive local
businesses. Like Coles and Richmond Valley Meats,
Rainbow Station is committed to helping Casino
Neighbourhood Centre’s broad-based support
program for local people with disabilities.

Sandra has been with CNC for the past six years
and focuses on supporting the AWB team’s group
programs, both on-site and in the community. On
the day visited she was helping customers chose
a menu for the lunchtime cook-up - fried rice was
the chosen favourite - as well as ensuring that
Hannah (see separate profile) left on time to do her
volunteer work placement at a local pre-school.
There are up to six adults (male and female)
in each of the groups she helps support, with
two staff members assigned to each. A total of
around 26 customers are regularly enrolled in the
program.
It’s clear that people respond to Sandra as
positively as she does to them, with smiles and
general joshing as they convene around the table
to discuss the lunch plan.
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ABORIGINAL SOCIAL
SUPPORT AND ACCESS
SERVICES
ABORIGINAL SOCIAL SUPPORT SERVICES:
SUPPORTING ABORIGINAL FAMILIES

The Aboriginal Social Support Service focuses on ensuring good home
and community care for local Indigenous people aged 50 years and over.
The Coordinator, Anna French, is a Githabul woman of this region’s Bundjalung Nation, and is well
connected with the customers - currently around 40 - and the younger family members who comprise most
of their primary carers.
“Our customers are either aged people or people with disabilities,” Anna says, explaining that her team,
which includes key support worker Gina Roberts and volunteer Tammy Collins, covers a wide territory, from
the Aboriginal community of Tabulam out to Woodenbong, Kyogle and Casino itself.
Group get-togethers, as well as one-on-one interactions are held regularly, with arts and crafts,
scrapbooking and other hands-on activities popular.
Educational gatherings are also arranged, with
speakers from Alzheimers Australia for example,
visiting to spread dementia awareness, and other
experts discussing healthy eating and related
lifestyle issues.

Our customers are either
aged people or people with
disabilities
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Working
together as an
Alliance can deliver
them a range of
efficiencies

OUR MOB
ALLIANCE
BETTER SUPPORT FOR
INDIGENOUS ORGANISATIONS

Supporting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisations to provide
appropriate services using trained Indigenous staff is the focus of Our
Mob Alliance, managed on the North Coast by Peter Barton.
Peter, from the Yorta Yorta people of southern NSW,
has extensive experience in this field and is one
of the founders of the local Aboriginal Ageing and
Disability Network. He was previously involved with
western Sydney-based Australian Unity, providing
home care and disability services to both Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal people. He has also worked in
drop-in services in Coffs Harbour and Moree.
“A wide range of community-based organisations
are providing vital support services to our people,
both locally and across the state,” Peter said.
“They’re well connected with their communities and
aware of the need to increase the level of effective
and culturally appropriate services. The block is that
there is a shortage of suitably trained staff to take
up the jobs for which funding is available.
“So families are missing out on getting the
necessary services they need and Aboriginal people
are missing out on potential job opportunities.”
According to Peter, the answer is for Our Mob
Alliance to network with the communities affected
by this challenge - on the north coast and further
afield - and work with training bodies such as TAFE
to further develop targeted educational pathways
for Aboriginal trainees.

Doing this requires a collaborative effort that the
Alliance is well placed to coordinate. One benefit,
especially to smaller organisations, will be reducing
the duplication of administrative roles by handling
these responsibilities centrally.
“We’re well placed to take on a number of tasks that
will free up the organisations and enable them to
concentrate their energies on providing the frontline services their customers need,” Peter said.
“Working together as an Alliance can deliver them a
range of efficiencies, as well as better governance,
and open up significant employment opportunities
for suitably skilled Aboriginal workers.
“Assisting Indigenous community organisations to
access the support packages offered by the NDIS
will be another major benefit. This is a complex
area and we must ensure that Aboriginal families,
like everyone in the community, receives the best
possible support.
“Our Mob Alliance has the necessary expertise to
work with organisations to ensure their customers
are well looked after when the NDIS program starts
to roll out locally, and into the future.”
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